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TheFight
is a publication of
the Society of American Fight Directors,
a national non-profit organization
dedicated to the art of stage combat.

This jourral printed entirely on recycled paper.
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Tired of Plain, Boring, Period

SWORDS&
DAGGERS?
Well, we here at good old
LUNDEGAARD ARMOURY
~~~~are too, so we now
make our own
Rapiers, Daggers & Long
Swords with unique
(some say deranged ...)
hilt-work and combatworthy blades. See for
yourself by sending
. $1.50 fora catalog to:.

~ for
~ ~port of Jtfmcing
Triplette Competition Arms
162 West Pine Street
Mount Airy, NC 27030

Free Catalog

919-786-5294

Lundegaard Armoury
P.O. Box287
Crompond, N.Y. 10517
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Enos Edward Canutt, better known as "Yakima," was without
equal in all three of his careers: as a rodeo champion, as a top
Hollywood stuntman, and as an action director. From ten
years of doubling for John Wayne through directorial stints on
Ivanhoe, Ben Hur, and Spartacus, he was hailed by Hollywood
as "simply the very best there ever was at what he does."
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Getting off on the right foot (or the left, depending on your
move) is the subject of this in-depth examination of footwork.
Whether it's Tai Chi or boxing or fencing, footwork is the basis
for all that follows. This excerpt from Payson Burt's complete
work, "On Paces; lays the groundwork for fancy footwork.
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+ Instructors:

Directors Regional Workshop offering
intermediate-advanced training in:

David Boushey

•

SAFD Founder and Fight Master
Co-Founder, United Stuntman's
Association

+ 'Darkside'

David "Pops" Doersch
SAFD Certified Teacher

Fighting for Film
Oloreogr~hy

•
•
•

Basic Stunts
Gun safety
Blood Effects

CPR training and cenificatlon will also
be available during this workshop for
a nominal fee.

+ Tuition: $600 (Housing available) call today for regiStration Information.
:\I.A.S.C.S.

•
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FROM THE PRESIDENT - BY DREW fRACHER

SPOTLIGHT -

BY MARGARET RAETHER

A profile of the new SAFD president, Drew Fracher

37 Hurs &

BOLTS -

41

& THE SWORD - BY DALE ANTHONY GIRARD
Reviews of Captain Alfred Hutton's Old Sword-Play and
J.D. Aylward's TM English Master ofArms: From the
THE PEN

Twelfth to the Twentieth Century

46

PUT To THE TEST

Results of SAFD actor/combatant fight tests from around
the country. And the winners are ..•

THE HEIDELBERG
DUELISTS
BY MARK TWAIN

In 1879, America's best storyteller was an invited guest at the
saber duels between Heidelberg fraternities, a tradition that
began 350 years ago and continues today. In A Tramp Abroad,
he recounted, in his own inimitable fashion, the deadly duels
which resulted in "Heidelberg scars" (so highly prized by the
combatants that they reopened them and poured red wine in
the wounds to ensure that they healed badly).
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BY DOUG MUMAW AND DAVID WOOLLEY

VIDEO REVIEW

The Blow by Blow Guide to Swordfighting in the
Renaissance Style reviewed by Linda McCollum

35

WORKSHOP REPORT

A Washington, D.C. workshop featuring Patrick Crean,
J.D. Martinez, John Brogan, Peter Franklin White, and
Dr. Raymond Smith. Reported by Linda McCollum

BATTLING IH
THE ELEMENTS
It's off to the great outdoors, where an actor/combatant must
face not only his or her sword-wielding opponent, but the rein,
the 100° heat, the small-but-enthusiastic children underfoot,
and the occasional enraged opossum. Some exceedingly
practical advice from Dirk Perfect and Guido Crescendo, two
"bold and stupid men" who know whereof they speak, fighting
out-of-doors some 30-odd weeks every year.

BY CRAIG JOHNSON

•The Care and Feeding of Your Sword•
If you've never had a sword disintegrate in mid-fight,
chances are you will experience this challenging
theatrical moment some day. Still, proper care and
maintenance of your weapon can help stave off the day.
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+ Dates: June 21-July 3, 1993 This Is a society of American Fight
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The president's •state of the SAFD" report

THE PACE

Minneapolis, Minnesota
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·YAK"
BY MARGARET RAETHER

BY PAYSON BURT

The Minnesota Academy of Stage combat Skills, Inc.
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An SAFD Intermediate-Advanced Regional Workshop
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"Fighting For the Fun of It!"
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Dennis L. Graves
-Swordcutler-

255 So. 41st
Boulder, CO 80303
303-494-4685
Classic Italian designs with combat durability beyond the
strength of originals.

Exceptional balance and aesthetic proponion in every
weapon from stage "foil" to replica "sharp."
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Available styles now include "Roman" gladii, stirrup-hilted
sabres, and baroque small swords.

Rental weapons available for theatre, film and
combat workshops.
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Brochure sent on request.
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LEffERS
GLOSSARY Of nus
I RECEIVED THE FIGHT MASTER

CO/,IBAT-WORTHY RAPIERS, VAGGERS, SMALLSWORVS, ANV BROAVSWORVS

last week and, as usual, it was fun
to read. I not.ed with interest the
section on "Glossary of Terms."
Some time ago, our fencing
coaches association found that there
was a great deal of eccenbicity in
the use of fencing terms, and we
put together a glossary for the use
of our memben. In the teaching of
fencing (or anything else, I suppose)
it is a good idea to be consistent in
order t.o avoid confusing the student.
One term in particular was
frequently misunderstood: Corps a
Corps. While literally it means
"body to body" it is a colloquialism
which is best interpreted as a
clinch. In ''la boxe" the combatants
often come to *corps a corps.• It is
perfectly possible t.o have a corps a
corps without any body contact
whatsoever in swordplay.
I also enjoyed the essay about
Rathbone. I hadn't known that he
had studied with Bertrand, but
anyone who saw the job he did on

KIND WORDS
THE FIGHT MASTER JOURNAL
is always a great source of informa-

tion, but the r.ecent inclusion of the
*Glossary of Terms" was exemplary.
I look forward to every issue.
Jim McClellan
Lakeland, FL

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
continuing high standard of articles
in the Fight Master magnzine.
Milu! Load.es
London, England
the grapefruit in The Mark of Zorro
could see that he had the soul of a
swordsman. Keep up the good work.
Richard J. Gradlwwski
Secretary-Treasurer,
U.S. Fencing Coaches Association
NewYork,NY

I HAVE REALLY APPRECIATED
the Society and what it has done
and is doing for the stage combat
field. It has given me a strong
foundation for my art.
Barrie Blankenship
Bradenton, FL

[Also enclosed with Dr. Gradkowski's
~ r was a copy of The SwordMaste:t:
published by the USFC. It contained
the gem below which was too good
oot to JJ<UB aumg to our readers. Ed.}

The Fight Master welcomes letters.
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1834 Camp Avenue, Rockford, IL
61103. Letters may be edited for
length and clarity.

tRoi Ca,~1,{'1
Co(on1a[ Jlrmou~

A M-Y-

S I SIT AT THE TYPEWRITER TO WRITE
Fl RST -MISSIVE -AS -SAFD--PRESIDENT,

Henry IV
The cover of this issue of the Fight Master
features a photo from the New York
Shakespeare Festival production of
Henry IV, part 1.
The production was directed by
JoAnn Akalaitis.
Fight direction was by
SAFD Fight Master David S. Leong.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 AM THROWN BACK IN TIME TO 1977,
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE SOURCE
FOR HISTORIC STEEL WEAPONRY

WHEN I WAS AN IDEALISTIC COLLEGE

2850 Bailey Hill Road • Eugene, OR 97405

503-345-43 l 8
(before 10 a.m. or after 5 p.m.)

DREW FRACHER
SAFD PRESIDENT

The art of stage combat actors locked in a life and death struggle
that thrills the audience
·
(eight shovVS a week with no injuries)
is what the SAFD is all about.

"Communication
is the key,
support is the
goal. I look
forward to
helping it
unfold.~

Cover design by Margaret Raether.

SWORDS • DAGGERS • POLEARMS
ARMOR • SPECIAL EFFECTS WEAPONRY
FIREARMS • ACCESSORIES
HANDMADE STEEL WEAPONRY • COMBAT QUALITY
Largeat aelection in the U.S. - Over 60 aword styles in catalog
Wholesale Prices for SAFD Member&
Send Sl.00 for complete catalog.

sophomore first hearing about the SAFD
from my then teacher and advisor,
Joseph Martinez.
He told me about a group of individuals that had banded together for the
sole purpose of making stage combat
safer and aesthetically more pleasing.
There was talk of training and testing,
of increased hirability for the actor, of
raising the consciousness of directors and
producers across the country to better
incorporate action and stage violence
and those that staged and performed it.
There was talk of grand workshops
where artists could ·meet and study the
various weapons and styles of fighting
that would soon become so integral to
productions all over the U.S. There was
t.alk of safety for the actor and the need
for much higher standards in that
respect. There was lots of inspiring talk.
Many plots and plans aimed toward
making stage combat a household word
within the theatrical community.
Sixteen years later•••
A mere sixteen years fly by and here
I sit, no longer in college, but still fully
idealistic about the SAFD and its
mission. From all of that talk betwixt
our founders and those ofus who were
(and are) their students has come a
great deal of successful moving and
shaking. Many of those early goals have
been met. Many more are still being
diligently pursued. Some will remain
goals for all time; others will be replaced
by new, equally important aims.
As we move into 1993, I am trying
to pinpoint and redefine those goals and
to continue to keep the SAFD growing.
One thing that has remained a constant
for me throughout these sixteen years
has been the support that I have gotten
THE FIGHT MASTEi • SPRING 1993
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from the SAFD and its members as I
struggle to survive as a theatre artist.
Ours is an organization of support
and help and we mu.st never lose sight
of that as an overriding mission. There
are moments in all of our careers when
the daily grind of simply surviving in
today's world blinds us to that purpose.
The only real concern •••
We must not, however, forget that
our standards of safety and care are the
only real concern. We must continue to
train and educate. We must continue to
get the word out to employers. We must
demand that our aesthetic and safety
standards be met, without compromise,
on all fronts. Only then will the stages
we work on be the sort of environs that
allow true creativity to thrive safely.
How to accomplish these goals is the
question. I believe that there is a largely
untapped resource within the SAFD.
That resource is-very simply-you, the
membership. I intend to make use of
every ounce of energy and talent that
you have to offer.
We must continue that legacy of
support and help by offering time and
energy to the SAFD. I call on each
member to get involved. I will, in the
coming weeks, be asking many of you to
serve on committees. These people, in
turn, will be asking others to help in
myriad ways. Let's keep the momentum
we've gained in the last few years going
and continue to evolve and grow with
vigor. Communication is the key,
support is the goal. I look forward to
helping it unfold.
Thank you
for your support
and talent.
Fight safely.

FOURTEENTH

National
Stage
Combat
Workshops

ANNUAL
For more information call On-Site Coordinator
Linda McCollum

on fight master

Drew
Fracher

TOO SCRAWNY AND SKINNY.
THEN I DISCOVERED FENCING.

July 12-30, 1993
Las Vegas, Nevada
The Society of American Fight Directors
in association with the
University of Nevada - Las Vegas
an equal opportunity/
affinnative action university

*

*

Actor/Combatant Workshop

Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop

The art of performing safe and effective stage combat
taught by the country's top fight directors and teachers.
Available to anyone with an interest in learning or
refreshing their stage combat technique.

Available only to individuals who have passed an
SAFD actor/ combatant skills test, or those with
equivalent training. Advanced technique taught for all
six weapons currently tested by the SAFD.

I was a freshman in the theatre school at Virginia
Commonwealth University. I finally found a sport I
could really do and it changed my life.n Fight Master
Drew Fracher recalls his introduction to the sword in
the mid-'70s. He continued to veer from his original
goal of being an actor during his sophomore year when
a new faculty member, fresh from the Royal Academy
of Dramatic Art, was hired to teach stage combat.
"I didn't know there was any such thing," smiles
Drew now. Nonetheless, "I glued myself to him." The
teacher was J.D. Martinez and, through him, Drew
became a founding (student) member of a fledgling
stage combat organization, the Society of American
Fight Directors.
Drew worked as Martinez' assistant for two years at
VCU_ J.D. Martinez left for Western Illinois University
in Drew's senior year, but their paths crossed again at
SETC auditions (Southeastern Theatre Conference) the
following year, where Western Illinois was recruiting
for their graduate program. "That was on a Tuesday; on
Thursday I was on a train to Illinois."
The next summer (1980), Drew once again acted as
Martinez' assistant, preparing for the very first
National Stage Combat Workshop, which he also
attended. "Eric [Fredricksen], Joseph and David
[Boushey] were the teachers. I remember being
completely overwhelmed." He survived and flourished,
however, passing with recommendation.
111c •first big choreography gtg•
--rile summer I finished up graduate school I got a
job acting and choreographing The Legend of Daniel
Boone - my first big choreography gig. [Certified
Teacher] Doug Mumaw was one of my 17-year-old
actors, working for the 22-year-old fight director."
There had been a fight director for Daniel Boone
several years previously, then no one since. "Returning

actors
kept mumbling things like,
"Well ... last year we did it sort
of like this way ... " And they were doing
some baffling moves like running from opposite sides of
the stage and bumping chests. Obviously, this was
fertile ground for Drew. He returned the following year,
and once the show opened, taught stage combat to
interested company members, culminating in his first
fight test class, with his former mentor, Martinez,
coming in to adjudicate.
In 1983, Drew moved to New York to "do my actor
thing," took a couple of classes with Allen Suddeth, and
returned to Boone to stage the fights, filled in as a last
minute replacement for the stage manager, leaving
three weeks early to attend the NSCW.
In 1984, Drew began teaching at Ohio University
during their winter quarter, a regular gig for Drew for
the next seven years. Then Drew was involved in a
severe bicycling accident that ruptured his spleen and
everything went on the back burner for several months
while he was in the hospital and then recuperating.

THE FIGHT MASTER• SPRING 1993
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TheBlowBy
Guideto
Swordfighting

Abiding Grace Fann
Christmas of 1985 found Drew throwing over the
big city and taking up permanent residence at Abiding
Grace Farm in the wilds of Kentucky. "If you've been in
New York for years and you've been in touch with
nothing but concrete and taxis, it's imperative that you
give your spirit a chance to heal a little bit - take time
every day to swim in the pond or sit on the hill and
watch the sunset."
His farm in Kentucky is where Drew recharges his
batteries after a working stint on the road and also
where, to give himself more time on the farm, he takes
private students for short, intensive training sessions.
His dream is to expand his facilities there so as to
accommodate more students, and someday host miniworkshops at Abiding Grace.
"Don't get me wrong, I'm not living the life of an
enlightened aesthetic," laughs Drew. "But there's
nothing like grubbing in the dirt for a few hours to give
you get your sense of perspective back - to stop kicking
yourself about a job you missed and realize it's more
important to stop and look at that cloud over there."

i~ the Renaissance Style

12 exciting action sequences!

•A Natural Progression•

These days Drew splits his time away from the farm
between choreography, t.eaching, and increasingly,
directing. Although his MFA is in acting and much of
his professional career has been as a fight director,
Drew has found directing to be "a natural progression
from fight direction. And I was fortunate that my first
professional directing gig was a show without swords
helping me shake the image of being the 'fight guy'." '
The production was Taming of the Shrew at the
Ensemble Theatre in Cincinnati, where Drew is now a
company member. Drew was offered the directing job
after another director had to refuse, but recommended
Drew, whom he'd worked with as a fight director. Since
then, Drew's direct.ed School for Scandal for Ensemble
as '11'.ell as Tartuffe and
Rover for the Burt Reynolds
Institut.e for Theatre Tra1mng, where he is on the faculty.
Next up, Drew will direct 2.orro for Ensemble. He's
particularly pumped about 2.orro because he co-authored
with David Richmond (who wrote, among other plays
the popular Passion of Dracula). "Theatre needs to b~
vital, new, exciting - or the audience will just rent the
video," declares Drew.
Now that he's added the SAFD presidency to his
plate, Drew looks forward to a challenging (to say the
least) schedule for the next three years. With time out,
always, for some in-depth battery-recharging down at
Abiding Grace.

Drew Frachcr puts hi• students through thdr paca In rapier and dagger
dau at• Mltlo111I Stage Combat Workshop.

Getting serious about stage combat
"During that time, I stayed put, worked as a waiter
and saved up enough money to go to Stratford and
stud!' privately with Paddy Crean. That really changed
my life." Once he was back in fighting trim, Drew began
to s~udy stage combat in earnest, first with Paddy, and
agam at the NSCWs, where he assisted regularly.
In 1985, Drew became the SAFD's youngest fight
master. "It was those national workshops that did me
right. I spent so many hours assisting the other fight
masters at those workshops - it was really invaluable.
There was, however, still time to fit in some
nonsensical fun. That same year, Drew and David
Woolley were hired to do a comic swordfighting gig at
the Utah Shakespeare Festival. "Now here was a job,
doing improv, doing anything you want, basically
abusing the audience at every tum, and swordfight. I
was in heaven!"

rmored knights • Mqunted combat • Medieval battle
Single rapier • Rapier & dagger • Rapier cloak
Two handed words • Eliizabethan broadsword
18th century mallswords • 19th century officer swords
M dieval sword bu Iden • Renaissance sword & buckler

--

Also available-classic, hard-to-get
swashbuckling videos.

.iiin.

~

All titles ever printed are available!

fll!llll'II)

Send for our catalog of videos, war
books, toys, swords, knives, and
gifts-everything for
The Armchair
Swashbuckler!

7:~

•
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124 Penn Avenue
Dover, NJ 07801
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The Blow by Blow Guide to
Sword.fighting in the Renaissance Styk,

Elizabethan Hanger and Gird le (eight buckle)

"Michael Loades'
aim is to educate
the rwvice on the
fundamental
movements of
period style... "
BY
LINDA
McCOLLUM

•
•
•
•

Elizabethan Sword Hangers and Girdles
Baldricks
Medieval Swordbelts
We Specialize in Custom Pieces

Please send S 1.00 for a complete catalog

the first in a series of videos on swordfighting styles directed by Michael
Loades and Gregory Hoffman, deals with
rapier and dagger, as well as cloak and
buckler, in a historical yet very stylish
and aesthetically pleasing manner.
The tape is not intended to replace
study with an experienced master.
As the writer and producer, Michael
Loades' aim is to educate the novice on
the fundamental movements of period
style while drilling the student in sound
practical movement principles.
Loades disputes the notion that
implausible moves in fight choreography
are justified by their theatricality. He
advocates an approach to stage combat
that is both authentic and dramatically
exciting. Just as the actor searches for
truth in his performance, the actor/
combatant needs to find the truth in
emotion, history and action in the fight.
Many of the practices that Loades
endorses are helpful in revealing intent.
The weapon's heft, the circumstances of
the conflict, the actual threat, and how
these elements affect the way the body
moves and responds in stage combat are
taken into consideration.
Loades cleverly uses the word BLOOD
t.o remember the key elements of Balance,
Line, Eye Contact (00) and Distance.
Loades advocates pivoting on the ball
of the foot on the pass so that the weight
is evenly distributed and the weight is
never over-committed. This pivot on the
pass, coupled with the wide stance and
the forward lean of the body gives the
actor/combatant an aesthetic line lifted
from sixteenth and seventeenth century
illustrations.
Loades stresses the necessity of
understanding the intended target in
order to find the correct line of offense
and defense. For example, he demon-

If you have any questions, please feel free to coll
(Remember we are on Pacific Standard Time)
THE FIGHT MASTER• SPR I NG 1993
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strates the stramazone so that the
attacker understands the intent of the
scratch to the face and the defendant
understands the truth of the move made
in defense. Then, for reasons of safety,
he has the combatants lower the target.
Constant eye contact is advocated,
to keep the audience focused on the hub
of the emotional conflict. Eye contact is
the emotional interaction of the two
characters and is the body language of
aggression. Loades cites Henry Blackwell
in The English Fencing Master (1795):
"You must look in his face and then you
will peruive everything that M does ..• •

Loades points out how poor articulation of moves leads to lackluster rhythms
in the fight. Every move must be fully
articulated in order to be understood by
the audience. Each move must be completed before the next move commences.
Stage fights need a rhythmic structure
that looks real and spontaneous.
There is a good historical overview
of the period. By interspersing historical
information, examining weapons in the
Wallace Collection, demonstrating how
to adapt a modem weapon to a better
historical balance, and examining sword
belts, Loades breaks up the flow of information on technique and choreoraphy.
The tape has a very clear explanation
of sixteenth century Italian angles of
attack. lfyou've always been confused
about the mandritto and reversi along
with the fondente, montante, sgualembrat.o
and t.ondo, here it is clearly demonstrat.ed.
The tape is over an hour and a half.
The price is right and the quality is good
(although the audio fluctuates). Future
tapes include eighteenth century (including pist.ol), medieval, Roman and possibly
unarmed. For the nearest distributor,
contact Greg Hoffman at 171 Pier Ave.,
Suite 257, Santa Monica, CA 90405.

•

Lindo McCollLm is II long-time SAFD member 11nd former

editor of the F,slt Master.

STUNTMAN

YAKIMA

CANUTT

'
egendary
stuntman
Yakima Canutt
was unequalled
in all three of
his careers. He was a
rodeo champion, the
most daring stuntman
in Hollywood, and a
top action director. He
was acclaimed as "simply
the best that ever was
at what he does."
BY
MARGARET
RAETHER

WHEN ENOS EDWARD CANUTT, FUTURE
rodeo champion, top stunt man, and
leading action director, was eleven years
old, his big brother Alex was thrown by
a bronco. Alex was bedridden for weeks
with a fractured skull. It struck his
little brother that it was downright
wrong for Alex to be laid up while that
ornery horse (aptly named Buck) ran
loose in the pasture getting fat and wild.
Enos chose a well-grown potato
patch as the place to teach the horse
some manners, figuring that ifhe got
thrown, he'd have a nice soft place to
land. The hired man helped the
youngster wrestle a saddle onto the
outraged animal Then Enos climbed on.
"Old Buck exploded. With his head
down, he swapped ends, turned his sides
to the sun (what rodeo riders call a
'sunfish') and bawled like a bear in a
trap. After a few jumps I knew that
I could ride him."
Enos' triumph was cut short when
his parents came running from the
ranch house. "Dad," said the elevenyear-old bronco buster. "I just wanted to
give him a lesson."
Mr. Canutt surveyed the potato
patch, which looked like a tractor had
been doing figure eights in it. He looked
back at his son and answered gravely,
"Well, son, I am going to give you a
lesson." And he did. But nothing his
father said or did could dissuade his son
from pursuing his dream of becoming a
champion bronc-rider.
At sixteen, Canutt was six feet tall,
one hundred-and-eighty pounds, and
had ridden every bronc in the Snake
River Hills. His father gave up the
battle and permitted his son to try
bronc-riding professionally.
HITTING THE CIRCUIT

Canutt won his first professional
bronc-riding contest and was hooked. Two
years later, at the Pendleton Roundup,
he earned his life-long nickname.
Canutt arrived at Pendleton early
and got friendly with two cowboys from

the Yakima country, who convinced
Canutt that a little nip of firewater
steadied the nerves before a ride. "When
we finished the bottle we practically
flew out to the roundup grounds."
One of Canutt's friends shouted for
a bronc, "I'll show you gents how they
ride these fuzztails over in Yakima!"
When they turned him loose, the cowboy
gave a Comanche war cry and and
slammed both spurs in the horse. The
bronco exploded like a charge ofT.N.T.
and Canutt's friend turned a graceful
somersault in the air, hitting the
ground to the howls of bystanders.
Eager to preserve the honor of
Yakima, the second cowhand demanded
the next bronc, shouting, "I'll take that
one." In reality, the bronc took him,
spinning like a top until the unwanted
rider departed like the blade of a
windmill torn off in a storm.
Above the hilarious laughter, a voice
cried, "All them Yakima boys ride alike."
Canutt decided it was time to give his
stricken friends a helping hand.
"YAKIMA" GETS HIS NAME

"Bring a good bronc out," Canutt
hollered, "and I'll show you what a
Yakima bronc rider can really do!"
Canutt climbed aboard, bellowing,
"Turn this field mouse loose!"
"From my point of view," Yak
recalled later, "that bronc had two very
fuzzy heads. They quickly transposed to
four or five spurred boots with my feet
in them and nothing but the blue sky
beyond. I hit the ground with a painful
thud, to the joy of the spectators, who
were in hysterics."
A photographer snapped a picture of
Canutt upside down above his horse and
captioned it, "Yakima Canutt leaving the
deck of a Pendleton bronc." From then
on, Enos Edward was Yakima or"Yak."
During his rodeo career, Yakima
Canutt won countless competitions and
was World Champion Cowboy in 1917,
1919, 1920, and 1923. He quit while at
the top, to pursue a new career - films.

Riding in a Los Angeles rodeo
in 1919, Yak got acquainted with a
number of celebrities, including
Douglas Fairbanks, and ended up
wintering in L.A until the start of
the 1920 rodeo season. Many former
rodeo contestants were now making
westerns for the studios, and they
showed Yak around. One former
rodeo buddy was Tom Mix, who got
Yak work on some of his pictures.

Yak began to be known as the
guy who could get the stunt right
on the first take. Nat Levine, head
of Mascot Productions, started
using Yak steadily. With "Breezy"
Eason (an expert horseman who'd
stunted for ten years) as his action
director, and Yak as his top stunt
man, Levine cranked out serials in
twenty-one days. Yak got fifty
bucks for writing action into an
episode,
plus he
acted as
ramrod
(setting
up the
stunts),
hired
the other stunt men and did the

"Bring a good bronc out and 11l show you
what a Yakima bronc rider can really do!"
Being in front of the camera
flustered Yak considerably, but it
was lucrative and passed the
time pleasantly until rodeo
season rolled around again.
THE TALKIES ARRIVE

Yak continued to mix reels and
rodeos for three years, then hung
up his rodeo spurs to pursue acting
full time. His career was chugging
along nicely in serials and lowbudget features when the talkies
hit in 1927, and he was finished.
"I realized I was in trouble.
I had the flu in 1918, while in the
Navy, and my vocal chords were
permanently damaged. My voice
lacked resonance. When I heard it
for the first time on a sound track,
I thought they were kidding me.
It sounded like a hillbilly in a well."
Yak persevered, doing bit parts
and stunts, when he could get them.
Within a year, he was in hock up to
his ears and wondering what kind
of future he had. He'd never yet
failed at anything and was still
determined to lick Hollywood. After
mulling it over, Yak decided that
what he could offer was thrills. So
Yakima Canutt hung out his
shingle as an all-around stuntman.
In the late twenties, stunting
was a field for specialists. Those who
did high falls into nets or pads were
ca11ed "high men." Swimmers and
divers were "water men." And then
there were "cowboys," who did horse
and wagon work. Yak did it all.

major stunts himself. "It was
hard work, but the pay was good
and it was a great testing
ground for ideas."
ENTER THE DUKE

Late in 1931, Yak got
a call from Nat. He'd
just closed a deal with a
new guy named John
Wayne to star in a
serial titled Shadow
of the Eagle. Wayne
had done a few B
westerns without
attracting much
notice. Yak was
assured that he
and Wayne
would get along
great. They did;
Yak
doubled
Wayne
for ten
years.
In
Paradise Canyon, Wayne and Yak
had, as always, a rugged fight
scene. Yak, as the bad guy, was to /
flip Wayne over his head. Cut.
/
Yak changed clothes to double
Wayne and another stuntman
doubled Yak. At the time, Yak's
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hair was thinning and he had a
sma11 bald spot that showed when
his hair fell away. No one noticed it
during filming, but at the preview,
everyone saw it. The director, the
producer, and Wayne all blew up.
There were no retakes on those low
budget films; there was no chance
of going back to reshoot. From then
on, whenever Yak doubled Wayne,
John would shout, "Get the shoe
blacking on that bald spot!"
Naturally, Yak couldn't let this
lay, so he sweet-talked a woman he
knew in New York into writing him
a letter, which he dictated. When it
arrived, Yak took it to the
producer and Wayne.
The letter read, "Dear
Mr. Canutt, I saw you
last evening in
Paradise Canyon

with John Wayne. You did some
fine work. Why don't the producers
get smart and give you a break?
Wayne must be getting old- I
noticed that he is going bald ... "
TRADING PLACES

THI FILMS OF YAKIMA CANVff
A (very) partial llstlng
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Wyoming Whlrtwlnd
Telegraph Trail
Shadow of the Eagle
'Neath Arizona Skies
The Last Days of PompeH
Paradise Canyon
King of the Pecos
Darkest Africa
Amr/Girt
San Frandsco

RoseMarlc
Stagecoach
Gone With the Wind

Under TCJUJI Skies
.Jesse.James
Dark Command
BoomTown
Virginia City
They Died With Their Boots On
Gentleman Jim
In Ola Oklahoma
Dakota
G-Men Never forget

Red St8J/lon of the Rodda
The Devil's Doolway
Rod<)' Mowlt.iVJ
Only the Valiant
Ivanhoe
Mogambo
The Naked Spur
Knights of the Round Table
Westwan:f Ho, the Wagons
OldYeHer

BenHll
Son of Captmn Blood
Fall of the Roman Empire
SW/ss Family Robinson
Spartacus
£/Cid
CatBallou
Khartoum
Where Eagles Dare
The FIim-Ram Man
A Man Called Horse
R/oLobo
Breakheart Pass
Equus

Yak always praised Wayne as a
very capable action man and to
prove it, loved to tell the story of
the time John Wayne doubled him.
In 1934 they were filming
'Neath Arizona Skies, with the
Duke as the hero and Yak as the
villain, just like always. The villain
was making his escape on a
railroad handcar. Wayne was to
gallop alongside and leap from his
running horse onto the car. Yak
was all ready to double Wayne,
when everyone suddenly realized
there was no one to double Yak. No
cowboy there was big enough to
pass muster. While everyone
argued, John caught Yak's eye. Yak
grinned and said, "Which one?"
"Give me your wardrobe," replied
Wayne, sensibly. Yak doubled John
on the horse and John doubled Yak
on the handcar.
More than anything else in his
long career, Yak was proud of his
safety record. In his autobiography,
Stuntman, he remarked on people
who love to reminisce about the
time he pulled "that harebrained
stunt." Yak rarely disputed the stunt,
just the adjective: "It's because they
weren't harebrained that I'm still
alive and I'm writing this book."
"THE ONE STUNTMAN WITH BRAINS"

Careful as he was, Yak was not
immune to mishap. Filming a leap
from a running horse onto the team
of a runaway covered wagon, Yak's
horse shied, throwing his jump off.
Yak went down beneath the horses
and wagon. One of the wheels cut
his cowboy hat from his head. Yak
climbed to his feet, thinking he'd
escaped injury, until he tried to lift
his right arm. X-rays showed that
his right shoulder blade was broken
in four places.
Leaving the doctor, Yak went
home and, carefully, to bed. The
phone rang at one a.m., summoning
Yak to do a thirty-foot high fall off a
cliff for a night shoot. He called two

or three other stuntmen, but had no
luck. Grimly, he got back into his
clothes and headed to work.
The stunt went like clockwork,
with Yak carefully landing on his
left side. The producer came to
thank him and saw him wincing as
they peeled his costume off. Learning
about Yak's shoulder, the producer
blew up. "I thought you were the
one stunt man with brains, but I
guess you are all alike!" Yak took
that to heart and never again did a
gag he wasn't in shape for.
STAGECOACH

After toiling in such serials as
Sandy, the Singing Cowboy for ten
years, John Wayne got the chance
of a lifetime when director John
Ford cast him as the lead in his bigbudget western, Stagecoach. But he
didn't forget old friends. A thrilled
Yak was called in by Mr. Ford.
When Yak walked in, Ford
studied him, then drawled, "Well,
Enos, how are you?" Almost no one
knew Yak's real name. Yak pulled
himself together, remarking "I see
Wayne has given you all the inside
dope on me." He landed the job.
The Stagecoach script was
specifically altered to give Yak a
chance to do his most famous stunt.
Yak doubled Wayne as he rode shotgun on the stagecoach, pursued by
Indians. Two Indians pulled up next
to the stagecoach. Yak, as Wayne,
shot one and the second Indian
(also played by Yak) leaped from
his horse onto the lead team, trying
to turn them from the road. Wayne
(Yak) leaped to the wheel team,
then went into a stand on the first
team and jumped to the next team.
From the second team, Yak
jumped the Indian (played now by
another stuntman) who was on the
lead team. They fought while the
stagecoach raced madly on (Ford
clocked it at 45 mph). The
combatants slipped from the horses
and fell to the wagon tongue
between the lead horses, where the
fight continued. Cut. For the long
shot, Yak tied an Indian dummy to
his ankles and, when lined up with
the camera car, he overlapped the
fall, landing on the ground, hanging
onto the wagon tongue.

Yak dragged between the
horses with the dummy's hands tied
to his ankles, then he kicked loose
and as the stagecoach passed over
him, he caught a handhold and
dragged under the stagecoach. Still
dragging on the ground, Yak worked
his way beneath the stagecoach,
using handholds, then climbed up
onto it from the back and back to
his starting position on the seat.
Yak dreamed this stunt up and
was the only stuntman to perform it
for many years, until it was finally
recreated for the truck chase in
Raiders of the Lost Ark.
Stagecoach was a charmed
experience for Yak; his big break
into the big leagues, and the only
picture he worked on in fifty years
where every stunt went perfectly on
the first take. Which was just as
well, as Ford went pale watching Yak
and was never quite certain that
the gags were either safe or sane.
Ford's concern was a pleasant
change from many very famous
directors that Yak worked for who
were outraged that he couldn't, or
wouldn't, do what they wanted. A
couple of quick cases in point: Gone
With the Wind and Boom Town.
HAZARDS OF STUNTING

The first filming done on Gone
With the Wind was the burning of
Atlanta. Producer David 0. Selznik
burned down most of the sets on his
back lot, clearing space for GTI'W
sets to be built and providing spectacular footage. And there, doubling
Clark Gable, was Yak.
Only, when Selznik arrived at
midnight to view the shoot, the
cameras were still because Yak and
then-director George Cukor were
still arguing. Mr. Cukor simply
could not understand why Yak
couldn't get his team of horses to
drive through a wall of flame. Yak's
repeated insistence that the horses
just wouldn't do that baffled Cukor.
Selznik seized Yak and asked
one question, "Who's the best action
director in Hollywood?" "Breezy
Eason," replied Yak unhesitatingly.
Within the hour, Breezy was on the
lot and setting up the shots.
In 1940, Yak's luck nearly ran
out during a night shoot for Boom

Town. Again doubling for Gable,
Yak did take after take on a series
of bucking broncos. The director's
idea was for Yak to ride the bucking
horse across the corral and get
bucked off into a big bass drum.

"... Yet here I was, biting the bullet, and going through
with a stunt that I knew was almost impossible ... "
"I had tried to explain that
when you're on a bucking horse,
you're a passenger - he goes where
he wants." The director, however,
was what Yak called a "one-shot"
director; he believed that in order
for action to look authentic, it had
to be filmed in one continuous shot.
Already weary from a full day of
stunting at Republic Pictures, Yak
climbed onto yet another bronc. "I
was the hired hand, still the stunt
man who had to follow someone else's
directions even though I knew that
there were ways to get the same or
better effect in half the time with
less than half the risk. I was fortyfour and had been stunting for over
eleven years. I figured that I knew
just about all there was to know
about horses. Yet here I was, biting
the bullet, and going through with a
stunt that I knew was almost
impossible as planned."
Filming began, the horse reared
up for his first jump and threw itself
straight over backwards. Yak didn't
clear fast enough and twelve hundred
pounds of horse landed squarely on
top of him for what felt like an
eternity, before rolling off. "I felt as
if I was completely torn in two."
Doubled up in agony, waiting for
the ambulance, Yak thought of his
pregnant wife, and tried, through a
haze of pain, to add up his insurance.
The director, tears in his eyes, said
over and over that he should have
done the stunt Yak's way. But, Yak
disagreed, "It wasn't Waters' fault
- I should have known better."
Major surgery, six weeks in the
hospital, and a long recuperation at
home gave Yakima time to do some
serious thinking. He'd planned all
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along to make the transition to
action directing and had several
jobs already under his belt. Now, he
made his decision. "I was not about
to tempt fate by pursuing stunt
work much longer. I felt that I was

19

ready to tackle the bigger stuff and
stay behind the camera."
AN UNEQUALLED SAFETY RECORD

While Yak was trying to line up
jobs as second unit director, he
returned to stunting and did four
pictures with Errol Flynn, a star
many stuntmen were wary of, as he
had reported Breezy Eason to the
Humane Society after the massive
injuries to both horses and meh
that occurred during the filming of
Charge of the Light Brigade.
However, Flynn and Yak hit it
off. Flynn watched Yak setting up
horse falls during the filming of
Virginia City, but his only comment
was,"Now, why can't all the fellows
do them that way?"
Yak was indignant at claims by
animal activists that horses were
being crippled and killed during
movie stuntwork. He was intensely
proud of his safety record. In fifty
years of horse stunts, Yak lost two
horses. One was a runaway who
crashed into a tree and broke his
neck and the other broke a leg on
the ice in a sleigh chase. And no
stuntman was ever seriously
injured performing a stunt that
Yakima Canutt was in charge of.
SECOND UNIT

Yak expected to be off MGM's
list after the Boom Town disaster,
but MGM was the first studio to
give him a shot at filming a picture
abroad, and one that was outside
the western genre - Ivanhoe.
Ivanhoe put Yak on top as a
second unit director, one who could
handle action spectaculars - big
costume pictures with battle scenes,
hordes of extras and unusual stunts.

-------------AN

One characteristic that made
Yak's work stand out, was his
inventiveness. He designed his own
special rigging for every stunt he
dreamed up, always working handin-glove with the prop people.
Ivanhoe was no exception to
this rule, as Yak rigged lances that
telescoped a few feet on the handle
end. As a safety precaution, the
foremost part of each lance was
made of heavy rolled paper.
Back in his stunt days, Yak had
invented a "pull off' system - a wide
leather belt worn across the chest,
under the costume. Between the
shoulder blades was a metal ring
attached to a thin, flexible cable. He
now used this rigging in the joust to
make it appear that the lance's
impact was hurtling each knight
backwards off his horse. Yak also laid
a foot-deep bed of peat moss for the
knights to land on. Yak was proud of
Ivanhoe, claiming it contained the
first believable joust ever filmed.
WORKING FOR THE MOUSE MAN
Daredevil Yakima Canutt and
animator Walt Disney seemed like an
unlikely combination, but neither of
them cared what Hollywood thought.
Disney hired Yak for the studio's first
live action feature: Westward Ho,
the Wagons.
There was one small stipulation
that worried Yak, however. As Mr.
Disney explained, "We make pictures
for families - no blood and thunder."
The scene under discussion was the
Indian attack on the wagon train .
Yak's job was to make it believable
without anyone getting hurt.
Yak did what he could. When
Disney saw the rushes, he turned to
Yakima, sighed, and admitted he'd
been wrong. "You'd better make it
authentic, Yak." Disney scored big
with Yak right there, as producers
didn't generally admit to mistakes.
For Disney, Yak directed action
in Old Yeller, Swiss Family Robinson,
and was second unit director on the
television series of Zorro when he
got an offer from MGM to stage the
race for their remake of Ben Hur.
Disney gave his blessing and
immediately released Yak from his
contract (highly unusual behavior

from the head of a studio) and Yak
headed to Italy for what he called,
"the opportunity of a lifetime."
Both Charlton Heston and
Stephen Boyd spent many hours
learning to drive their chariots at a
dead run. Each star had two doubles,
including Yak's 21-year-old son, Joe,
who doubled Heston for the spectacular leap over the wrecked chariot.
The stunt went a little more spectacularly than planned and Yak had a
strong taste of what he'd put his own
father through in his fearless youth.
During Ben Hur, Yak worked
with a director, William Wyler, who
trusted him to deliver the goods.
This was not always the case.
"l'LL PACK AND GO HOME."
Director Anthony Mann directed
El Cid on location in Spain, with Yak
as second unit director. They clashed
frequently. "Tony," protested Yak, "if
you haven't any faith in what I can
do, why in hell did you ask for me?"
They butted heads over the big
battle scene. Yak wanted to film the
battle. That was, after all, his job.
"Yak," replied Mann, "I know how
to stage battles." Yak won that one
eventually; then came the joust.
"I thought we would shoot it
together," remarked Mann.
"You're the boss, so if you want
to do it, go ahead. I'll pack and go
home," replied Yak grimly.
"No, I want you to shoot it,"
replied Mann, rather reluctantly.
The odd part of their relationship
was that, despite Yak threatening to
throw Mann into the Mediterranean,
Mann always requested Yak as his
second unit director. On their next
film, The Fall of the Roman Empire,
he cheerfully left all the action in
Yak's capable hands.
In 1966, Yakima Canutt was
presented with an Academy Award
for "achievements as a stunt man
and for developing devices to protect
stunt men everywhere."
In 1978, the Academy threw an
intimate little dinner party for 900
people billed as "A Tribute to Yakima
Canutt." There, his friend Chuck
Heston summed it all up when he
introduced Yak as "simply the best
that ever was at what he does."
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SEI IING
THE

"THE FINEST KIND
OF PROFESSIONAL"
I first met Yak on a charfot track

PACE

outside Rome, some weeks before we

began shooting on Ben Hur. I had
asked for as much time as possible to
learn to ct1ve the chariot for the race

sequence, a skill I had somehow failed
to acquire In my youth.

There was the practice track,
churned to oatmeal by the Italian
spr1ng rains. Behind It was the track
we'd actually use In filming, swarming
with screaming Roman carpenters
building the artl)hlthatcr. There were
the luldrcd horses Yak had bought In
YugoslaVla, stDI only sk£tc~ly broken
to the four-abreast char1ot harness
he'd designed, there were the four
driven Yak had rcaultcd In Italy, and
the nve he'd '"1:>orted form the States.
There, In the middle ot ID the
Italian confusion, stood Yak, the dasslc
flgl.l'e of the laconk: Westerner - cool
and calm, watdung the chariots skid
through the turns. What's ~ , he
was cortldcnt, not only about the

race, but that I couk:I learn to drive the
bloody thing. When I expressed some
misgivings lbout surviving the
sequence, let alone ~ In It,
he reassured me, "Don't worry,
Chuck,· he said. "You just learn to
clrtYc the team - I guarantee )'0U1I
win the damn race.•
We did. With patience, !JOOd

humor, and amazing resourcdulncss,
he not only taught me to dr1ve, but to

cflloY It. He aJso kept the other dr1vers
out ot my somewhat erratic Wllf (and
me out ot theirs) throUgh three
months ot sweaty, dusty shooting on

ootwork is the
foundation on
which methods
of defense are
built. Whether
it's fencing, boxing, or
Tai Chi, it's best to get
off on the right foot.
BY '
PAYSON H. BURT

IN EVERY METHOD OF DEFENSE THERE
is a strong emphasis on footwork. In
most systems there are very specific
stances and placement of feet to
guarantee a strong base and a mobile
platform with which to evade, defend
from, or launch an attack.
Movement from that base must be
specific in order to guarantee that the
person's foundation does not disappear,
leaving the performer without a solid
base with which to move to the next
step. The training reflects the nature of
the weapon, and the ultimate goal is to
be so versed in the basics of footwork
that it frees the body from the restrictions of basic technique and propels it
into the realm of accurate spontaneity.
Tai Chi Chuan teaches
the student to tum and step
on very specific angles.
These steps are
on 90, 45, or 180
degree angles and
are talked about
in terms of the
compass:

North,
South,
East

the scene and ended by gMng me my

win, Just as he'd promised the first day.
What's more, he created one ot the
finest action sequences ever filmed.
It Is not only his work, but he,
hlmsd, who provides us all with a
model ot the finest kind ot profcsslonal
- the kind of man who always glVcs
his best In a time when, Increasingly,
nobody cares about cxceUcnce, Yak
cara. I was proud to present to him
the Oscar that he surely earned, It llY'f
man has. I'm proud
to call him
my friend.

and
West.
The
stances
sometimes
change while

stepping, reflecting the unique nature of
each posture; going from a T stance,
similar to a Foil fencing stance, to a
more open Front stance.
The idea is to teach the student how
to step from point A to B and still keep
their center. Some of these transitions
from one posture to another are easy and
some are difficult; some postures may
have you facing west and you must turn
and step the long way around to the
southwest. Any student of the art will tell
you that no matter how difficult the transition is, it must be made with as much
precision and balance as one that is easy.
In the West, fencing and boxing also
demand very specific footwork.
•FLOAT LIU A lfflERFLY••• •
Muhammad Ali's "float like a
butterfly" was all about dynamic footwork
to confuse, misdirect and thwart any
attack made at him while still having
the power to direct an attack at his
adversary. In fencing, the way to perform
the Advance and Retreat are very specific,
down to the instant one should lift and
place the heel of the foot, as well as the
more complex series of moves such as a
Pattinando or a Fleche.
The ancient fight masters in the West,
during the Renaissance, underst.ood the
importance for a system of footwork and
came up with many systems that dealt
with fighting in both a linear and circular manner. Actually, the concept
of a system was the revolutionary
idea that distinguished how
combat was viewed before the
Renaissance and after. Before
the advent of scientific viewing of
defense as a skill, the strongest and
hardiest fighter won through mere force
or from a variety of personal "tricks."
However, with a system, a less hardy but
more practiced and skilled man could
defeat a stronger man. This concept of a
weaker man becoming victorious, by skill
instead of strength, was a major reason
the English, in particular, would resist
these "newfangled" systems of defense.

Rapier play, however, did not
have enough gestation time for the
art to be standardized. It was in constant change, prone to improvement
and innovation, and when there
was finally some standardization,
the weapon was no longer a rapier.
The rapier had been replaced by
the smallsword around the 1700s
and many of the circular fighting
techniques were gone. Even at this
point in history there were still many
schools offense. While the French
developed smallsword, many schools
in Italy and Spain held on to the
rapier technique they had developed.

LINEAR TECHNIQUE
The overall tendency was, for
all the schools offense, to graduate
to a more refined economical use of
the point and linear technique.
Eventually, swordfighting became
illegal and fencing became a sport.
Swordplay was then further
restricted to a narrow strip and,
when that
happened,
even those
feeble
remnants
ofthe

Passe and Voulte disappeared.
As the new sport of fencing took
over, the emphasis and specifics of
circular fencing were forgotten. This
is unfortunate for we no longer have
a direct way of learning this art.
We can take some inspiration for
learning footwork from the eastern
martial arts which have survived
more or less intact. In fact, many
teachers of stage combat use Eastern
martial arts footwork to help
students learn and understand
these same basic steps because they
really have nowhere else to refer.
So, specific circular techniques
from the sixteenth century to the
eighteenth century did exist, they
simply were left. behind for "more
improved" technique.
One can easily study any of the
surviving fight manuals of the era
to see and learn how it was done. In
the long run, however, using the old
fight manuals for the purposes of
stage combat is both frustrating
and inappropriate.

LIFETIME OCCUPATION
As Egerton Castle writes,"Such
work would occupy a life time and
fill a number of thick folios proving,
moreover, quite as useless as those
old and ponderous [manuals] which
have been so religiously laid aside
for centuries."
Therefore, in that spirit, this
system takes most of the basic,
common principles from all
the fight manuals, simplifies
them, names them, makes
them specific, and with
• specific modifications, makes
it a comprehensive system
for use in stage combat no
matter what weapon or historical
period in which you are performing.
The sixteenth century saw much offline technique, and in developing the
terms for this system that influence
can be seen. Major influences were •
Marozzo, Capo Ferro and Di Grassi.
POINTS TO
j ~ REMEMBER
It's important
for both teacher and
student to remember a few
things before
'B proceeding.

• Although this system is inspired
by the old fight manuals and uses
some of the terminology of that
time, this is a completely new
system created for training
students of stage combat and the
priorities and needs of that art
form are completely different that
that of competition fencing or real
sparring swordwork.

• What this system is designed to
accomplish is:

A Give the stage combat student
a clear understanding of foot
placement. The better one
understands and controls the
placement of the foot, the easier it
will be to match one's partner and
keep distance.

B. Ease in teaching students.
C. Ease in fight notation.

•

You will see similarities (if you
have had movement or martial
arts training) to other systems;
try not to make comparisons.
Remember, the human body can
move in only so many ways.
There are bound to be moves or
philosophies that repeat.

THE STAR
A First we start with a system of
lines which I call the star. You
will notice there are linear
relationships of90 degrees, 45
degrees and 180 degrees. (fzg. 1)
FORWARD

Fig. J

•
•
•

•

l . Line of engagement or forward 90°
2. forward 46° (right)
3. right90°

In a one foot forward stance,
both feet are on one diagonal
line and the back foot CJ'Oll8e8
that line at a 90" angle.
Both legs are bent for a low
center of gravity. Weight is
distributed 60/60.
In all three atancea, the upper
body face• the partner.

B. Narrow Stance
This stance would be
used for later European
weapons such as late
rapier, smallsword, and
competition fencing. Here
the upper body is made as
small as possible by
turning the upper body to
face a perpendicular line
to the partner.
There is only one
choice of feet position in
this stance. (fig. 6)

BACKWARD

B. I break the star up into
individual lines and name them
thus: (fig. 2)

back 45° (right)
back90°
back 45° ~ft)
left 90"
forward 46° (kft)
center

EN G.ARDI
A. Wide Stance
This would be a stance
you would use for the
older weapons such as a
quarterstaff, broadsword
or early rapier. This
allows the upper body to
face the partner and makes
the left. hand available for
attacks and parries.
Start with the feet
placed shoulder width
apart, and the center of
the body over the center
of the star.
Feet can be positioned
three ways: (figs. 3, 4, 5)
left. foot forward, neutral,
and right foot forward.

•

tC

---------------

4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.

•

The right foot is placed next
to and parallel to the forward
90° line.
The back foot is perpendicular
to the back 90° line with the
heel biaec:ting that line.
The relationship of the two
feet is not quite heel to heel:
the stance ia slightly more
open than a strict foil stance
for better balance.

UNIAISHPS
A.AdvanceJRetrcat

Fi(l.2

Once the student is
comfortable with being in
en garde, advancing and
retreating from that stance
is very similar to competitive fencing. In the narrow
stance it is identical. In
the wide stance, however,
feet must be kept apart.
Visualize two parallel
lines emanating at the
feet parallel to the forward
90° line to act as "rails• for
the feet to follow. (fig. 7)

5

Fig. 7

witu /Ilana - right foot forward

• Do not let the feet •creep in•
which ia • natural tendency.

•

Watch forward knee and foot;
they may tum to the inAide.

B. Passing - Single Paau
Wide Stance. In a one foot
forward stance, passing
forward is done by simply
passing the back foot past
the forward foot in order
to "walk• towards your
partner. (fig. 8)
In a passe back, the
forward foot is placed to
the rear. (fig. 9)

Fig.3
left foot forward.

•

Keep "nils• in mind to ensure
that the feet don't wander in.

•

When puaing from one foot
forward atauce to another, the

Fig. 4
neutral

Fig.B

ww /Ilana -

[XlBBe

forward

pallBe

back

Fig.9
WW Btantt -

hipa shift slightly 80 that the
hipa 111pport and face the
inside line. The upper body
continues to face the partner.

•

Step only u deep as is po811ible
while keeping a good En Garde.

•

The poeting foot must pivot at
the end of the move to form
En Garde.

Fig.5

Narrow Stance (figs. IO, 11)

right foot forward

•

Both the left and right foot
keep their angle throughout
the step; they do not tum or
face the partner. Thill is 80 the
upper body can remain turned
away from the line of attack.

B. Passing - Multiple Pa.aH
When performing a
double Passe forward,
(beginning with your right
foot forward and ending
with your right foot forward) the hips do not shift

Fig. 6
narrow stance
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Fig. JO
na,row stance - passe forward

Fig.11
na,row stance - passe back

--------------S A M U E L C L E M E N S

from side to side, they
keep their alignment.

OFF UNI STEPS
When we step off-line, in
any way, we are performing a traverse. I break the
general term "traverse"
down into three steps:
Thwart • Cross • Slip

Wide Stance (fig. 12)

•

•

•

The back foot, which steps
forward on the lint 11tep of a
double Passe forward, will not
tum and face the partner -:
it will keep the angle of the En
Garde all the way through the
seamd step and, when complete,
will be in the same position
from which it started.
In a Triple Passe, the hips
would shift on the last step,
for it is a change of En Garde
in the rmal move. Just like in
a single Palll!e,
After the move ill completed,
the star is still under you.

•
•

•

Fig.12
witk 11t4nce - double paue forwo.rd

•

Narrow Stance (fig.13)

•

•

•

Here again the first step
keeps its original angle and,
in the second step, simply
moves back to a Narrow En
Garde.

•

90° relationship to the
forward 90° line, just like in a
single Paese forward, in order
to keep the upper body turned
away from the partner.

•

The Star has moved with you.

•

•

The foot must lift and adjust
to the line of engagement.
Do not let the knee "fold down
or over" - the foot and knee
must BUpport each other.

Recovery Back (fig.15)
The forward foot simply
pushes off and comes back
to its original position.
Recovery Forward
(fig. 16, top right)
Here the forward foot must
acljust out to the forward
45° line after the back
foot recovers. If you do
not, you will wander
slightly off line to the left.

I

Fig.16~
wide stance - rerovery forward

A lunging or advancing
traverse on the forward 45°
line ending with legs open.

Fig.13
nom,w lllance- doohle pClllllr forward

Lunging thwart is the primary
way to perform the thwart and
is diagrammed that way.
Size of the lunge/thwart should
approximate the performer's
standard forward lunge.
The knee-foot relationship for
front leg ia that of a forward
lunge, with front foot on and
pointing the direction of the line.

Fig.17

thwart right

B. The Cross
A passing traverse on the
forward 45° line with the
legs ending crossed.

Lunge (fi,g. 14)
You must perform an
adjustment of the right
foot to the forward 90°
line - the stance narrows.

•

direction the body is moving
in relationship to the star.
Step on1y as far as you need
to take the body off-line (see
"size of the steps").
It's best to start from a neutral
stance to find and practice the
angles in a symmetrical environment, then graduate to right
and left. foot forward stances,
as well as widM!arrow stances.
Diagrlllllll show movements
done from a neutral stance.

A. The Thwart

In a Triple Passe forward, the
left foot would maintain the

C. Lunging & Combinations
The following techniques
require no acljustment for
wide or narrow stance

•

u:ft; and right refers to which

•

•
•
•
Fig.14
wide stance - lunge

Step must be completed in
balance; body weight is 50-50.
Step only as deeply as needed
to clear the body off-line while
keeping both legs bent.
Back heel may raise off floor.
Tum the stepping foot inward
ao that toes point at partner.

Fig.18
Cross right

C. TheSllp
A circular step traversing
to the back 45° line, ending
with the legs crossed.

•

•

•
•

P!l)ISOO Burt is an SAFD-certified
teacher. This article is excerpted
from his complete work, ·ot Pac:e:s."

Fig. 15
wide stance - recovery back

Fig.19

Slip right

A

T A L E- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

THE
HEIDELBERG
DUELISTS
I

eidelberg
fraternities
have engaged
in sabre duels
for nearly 350
years now, for it is a
tradition that continues
today. Now, however,
no outsiders are ever
permitted to be present.
During his 1879 journey
to Europe which formed
the basis of his book
A Tramp Abroad,
Mark Twain was an
invited guest. The
following is an excerpt
from his account.
BY
MARK TWAIN

The poating leg may pivot and
atljust aa ia needed.
The weight remains 50/50.
Step out on the 45° line. It's
easy to "work too hard• and
step deeper than you need.

T E LLS

ONE DAY IN THE INTEREST OF SCIENCE,
my agent obtained permission to bring me to
the students' dueling place. We went upstairs
and passed into a large whitewashed apartment which was perhaps fifty feet long, by
thirty feet wide and twenty or twenty-five
high. Across one end and down both
sides of the room extended a row of
tables, and at these tables some fifty or
seventy-five students were sitting.
Some of them were sipping
wine, others were playing cards,
others chess, other groups were
chatting together, and many were
smoking cigarettes while they
waited for the coming duels. In
the windows at the vacant end of
the room stood six or eight long,
narrow-bladed swords with large
protecting guards for the hand,
and outside was a man at work
sharpening others on a grindstone.
He understood his business; for
when a sword left his hand one
could shave himself with it.
AN ARMED NEUTRALITY
It was observable that the
young gentlemen neither bowed to
nor spoke with students whose caps
differed in color from their own. This
did not mean hostility, but only an armed
neutrality. It was considered that a person
could strike harder in the duel, and with a
more earnest intent, if he had never been in a
condition of comradeship with his antagonist;
therefore, comradeship between the corps was
not permitted.
The students fight duels in the room
which I have described, two days in every
week during seven and a half or eight months
in every year. This custom has continued in
Germany two hundred and fifty years.
A student in a white cap met us and
introduced us to six or eight friends of his who
also wore white caps, and while we stood
conversing, two strange-looking figures were
led in from another room. They were
students panoplied for the duel. They
were bare-headed; their eyes were
protected by iron goggles which
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projected an inch or more, the
leather straps of which bound their
ears flat against their heads; their
necks were wound around and
around with thick wrappings which
a sword could not cut through; from
chin to ankle they were padded
thoroughly against injury; their
arms were bandaged and rebandaged, layer upon layer, until
they looked like solid black logs.

These weird apparitions had
been handsome youths, clad in
fashionable attire, fifteen minutes
before, but now they did not
resemble any beings one ever sees
unless in nightmares. They strode
along, with their arms projecting
straight out from their bodies; they
did not hold them out themselves,
but fellow students walked beside
them and gave the needed support.

There was a rush for the vacant
end of the room, now, and we
followed and got good places. The
combatants were placed face to
face, each with several members of
his own corps about him to assist;
two seconds, well padded, and with
swords in their hands, took near
stations; a student belonging to
neither of the opposing corps placed
himself in a position to umpire the
combat; another student stood by
with a watch and a memorandum
book to keep record of the time and
the number and nature of the
wounds; a gray-haired surgeon was
present with his lint, his bandages
and his instruments.
THE SALUTES ARE GIVEN

After a moment's pause, the
duelists saluted the umpire respectfully, then one after another the
several officials stepped forward,
gracefully removed their caps and
saluted him also, and returned to
their places. Everything was ready
now; students stood crowded
together in the foreground, and
others stood behind them on chairs
and tables. Every face was turned
toward the center of attraction.
The combatants were watching
each other with alert eyes; a perfect
stillness, a breathless interest
reigned. I felt that I was going to
see some wary work. But not so.
The instant the word was given,
the two apparitions sprang forward
and began to rain blows down upon
each other with such lightning
rapidity that I could not quite tell
whether I saw the swords or only
the flashes they made in the air;
the rattling din of these blows, as
they struck steel or paddings was
something wonderfully stirring, and
they were struck with such terrific
force that I could not understand
why the opposing sword was not
beaten down under the assault.
Presently, in the midst of the sword
flashes, I saw a handful of hair skip
into the air as if it had lain loose on
the victim's head and a breath of
wind had puffed it suddenly away.
A PAUSE FOR THE SURGEON
A wcll-sc.-rrcd student In 1910, • member of Saxo-Borusala (white caps).

The seconds cried "Halt!" and
knocked up the combatant's swords

with their own. The duelists sat
down; a student-official stepped
forward, examined the wounded
head and touched the place with a
sponge once or twice; the surgeon
came and turned back the hair from
the wound - and revealed a crimson
gash two or three inches long, and
proceeded to bind an oval piece of
leather and a bunch of lint over it;
the tally-keep stepped and tallied
one for the opposition in his book.

must continue fifteen minutes if the
men can hold out; and as the pauses
do not count, this duel was
protracted to twenty or thirty
minutes, I judged.
A DRAW IS DECLARED

At last it was decided that the
men were too much wearied to do
battle longer. They were led away
drenched with crimson from head to
foot. That was a good fight, but it

''Presently, in the midst of the sword flashes, I
saw a handful of hair skip into the air as if it
had lain loose on the victim~ head and a breath
of air had puffed it suddenly away."
Then the duelists took position
again; a small stream of blood was
flowing down the side of the injured
man's head, and over his shoulder
and down his body to the floor, but
he did not seem to mind this. The
word was given, and they plunged
at each other as fiercely as before;
once more the blows rained and
rattled and flashed; every few
moments the quick-eyed seconds
would notice that a sword was bent
- they then ca11ed "Halt!" struck
up the contending weapons, and an
assisting student straightened the
bent one.
BROKEN BLADES

The wonderful turmoil went on
- presently a bright spark sprung
from a blade, and that blade,
broken in several pieces, sent one of
its fragments flying to the ceiling. A
new sword was provided, and the
fight proceeded. The exercise was
tremendous, of course, and in time
the fighters began to show great
fatigue. They were allowed to rest a
moment, every little while; they got
other rests by wounding each other,
for they could sit down while the
doctor applied the lint and
bandages. The law is that the battle

could not count, partly because it
did not last the lawful fifteen
minutes (of actual fighting), and
partly because neither man was
disabled by his wounds. It was a
drawn battle, and corps-law
requires that drawn battles shall be
re-fought as soon as the adversaries
are well of their hurts.
A NEW ACQUAINTANCE

During the conflict, I had talked
a little, now and then, with a young
gentleman of the white cap corps
and he had mentioned that he was
to fight, next - and had also
pointed out his cha11enger, a young
gentleman who was leaning against
the opposite wall smoking a
cigarette and restfully observing
the duel then in progress.
My acquaintanceship with a
party to the corning contest had the
effect of giving me a kind of
personal interest in it; I naturally
wished he might win, and it was
the reverse of pleasant to learn that
he probably would not, because
although he was a notable
swordsman, the challenger was
held to be his superior.
The duel presently began and in
the same furious way which had
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marked the previous one. I stood
close by, but could not tell which
blows told and which did not, they
fell and vanished so like flashes of
light. They all seemed to tel1; the
swords always bent over the
opponents' heads, from the forehead
back over the crown, and seemed to
touch, all the way; but it was not so,
- a protecting blade, invisible to me,
was always interposed between. At
the end of ten seconds each man had
struck twelve or fifteen blows, and
warded off twelve or fifteen, and no
harm done; then a sword became
disabled, and a short rest followed
whilst a new one was brought.
A SERIES OF UGLY WOUNDS

Early in the next round the
white corps student got an ugly
wound on the side of his head and
gave his opponent one like it. In the
third round the latter received
another bad wound in the head, and
the former had his under-lip
divided. After that, the white corps
student gave many severe wounds,
but got none of consequence in
return. At the end of five minutes
from the beginning of the duel, the
surgeon stopped it; the challenging
party had suffered such injuries
that any addition to them might be
dangerous. These injuries were a
fearful spectacle, but are better left
undescribed. So, against expectation,
my acquaintance was the victor.
The third duel was brief and
bloody. The surgeon stopped it
when he saw that one of the men
had received such bad wounds that
he could not fight longer without
endangering his life.
The fourth duel was a
tremendous encounter; but at the
end of five or six minutes the
surgeon interfered once more;
another man so severely hurt as to
render it unsafe to add to his harms.
A SHRINK AND A SHUDDER

I watched this engagement as I
had watched the others, - with
rapt interest and strong excitement,
and with a shrink and a shudder for
every blow that laid open a cheek or
a forehead; and a conscious paling
of my face when I occasionally saw
a wound of a yet more shocking

nature inflicted. My
eyes were upon the
loser of this duel
when he got his last
and vanquishing
wound - it was in
his face and it
carried away his but no matter, I must
not enter into details.
Sometimes spectators
of these duels faint
- and it does seem a
very reasonable
thing to do, too.
Both parties to
this fourth duel were
badly hurt; so much
so that the surgeon
was at work upon
them nearly or quite
an hour - a fact
which is suggestive.
PAUSE FOi LUNCH

A present-day Heidelberg duelist. His only head
protection Is Iron goggles and leather carflaps.

But this waiting
interval was not
wasted in idleness by
the assembled
students. It was past
noon; therefore they
ordered their
landlord, downstairs,
to send up hot
beefsteaks, chickens,
and such things, and
these they ate,
sitting comfortably at
the several tables,
whilst they chatted,
disputed and laughed.
The door t.o the
surgeon's room
st.opped open, meantime, but the cutting,
sewing, splicing and
bandaging going on in
there in plain view,
did not seem t.o
disturb anyone's
appetite.
Finally the doct.or
finished, and the
men who were to
fight the closing
battle of the day
came forth. A good
many dinners were
not completed yet,
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but no matter, they could be eaten
cold, after the battle; therefore
everybody crowded forward to see.
This was not a love duel, but a
"satisfaction" affair. These two
students had quarreled, and were
here t.o settle it. They did not belong
t.o any of the corps, but they were
furnished with weapons and armor,
and permitted t.o fight here by the
five corps as a courtesy.
AN AMUSING GAFR

Evidently, these two young men
were unfamiliar with the dueling
ceremonies, though they were not
unfamiliar with the sword. When
they were placed in position they
thought it was time t.o begin - and
they did begin, too, and with a most
impetuous energy, without waiting
for anybody to give the word. This
vastly amused the spect.at.ors, and
even broke down their studied and
courtly gravity and surprised them
int.a laughter. Of course the seconds
struck up the swords and started
the duel over again.
At the word, the deluge of blows
began, but before long the surgeon
once more interfered -for the only
reason which ever permits him t.o
interfere - and the day's war was
over. It was now two in the
afternoon, and I had been present
since half past nine in the morning.
The field of battle was indeed a red
one by this time; but some sawdust
soon righted that.
WOUNDS WITHOUT WINCING

I had seen the heads and faces
of ten youths gashed in every direction by the keen two-edged blades
and yet I had not seen a victim
wince, nor heard a moan, or detected
any fleeting expression which
confessed the sharp pain the hurts
were inflicting. It was not merely
under the excitement of the swordplay that this fortitude was shown;
it was shown in the surgeon's room
where an uninspiring quiet reigned,
and where there was no audience.
All the cust.oms, all the laws, all
the details, pertaining t.o the student
duel are quaint and naive. The grave,
precise, and courtly ceremony with
which the thing is conducted, invests
it with a sort of antique charm.

"HARE FOOT"

This dignity, and these knightly
graces suggest the tournament, not
the prize fight. The laws are as
curious as they are strict. For
instance, the duelist may step
forward from the line he is placed
upon, ifhe chooses, but never back
ofit. Ifhe steps back of it, or even
leans back, it is considered that he

dens of Heidelberg. It is also said
that the student is glad t.o get wounds
in the face, because the scars they
leave will show so well there; and it
is also said that these face-wounds
are so prized that youths have even
been known to pull them apart from
time to time and put red wine in
them to make them heal badly and
leave as ugly a scar as possible.

"... these face wounds are so prized that youths
have even been known to pull them apart ...
and put red wine in them to make them heal
badly and leave as ugly a scar as possible."

summer term when he was in
college. So he fought twenty-nine
after his badge had given him the
right to retire from the field.
Of course where there is so
much fighting, the students make it
a point to keep themselves in
constant practice with the foil. One
often sees them, at the tables in the
Castle grounds, using their whips
or canes to demonstrate some new
sword trick which they have heard
about; and between duels, on the
day whose hist.ory I have been
writing, the swords were not always
idle; every now and then we heard a
succession of the keen hissing
sounds which the sword makes
when it is being put through its
paces in the air, and this informed
us that a student was practicing.
A KENTUCKY CHAMPION

did it to avoid a blow or contrive an
advantage; so he is dismissed from
his corps in disgrace. Again, if under
the sudden anguish of a wound the
receiver ofit makes a grimace, he
fal1s some degrees in the estimation
of this fellows; his corps are
ashamed of him; they call him "hare
foot," which is the German
equivalent for chicken-hearted.
STAYING ON TO WATCH

The ten men whose duels I had
witnessed did not go away when
their hurts were dressed, as I had
supposed they would, but came
back, one after another, as soon as
they were free of the surgeon, and
mingled with the assemblage in the
dueling room. The white-cap
student who won the second fight
witnessed the remaining three, and
talked with us during the intermissions. He could not talk very well,
because his opponent's sword had
cut his under lip in two, and then
the surgeon had sewed it together
and overlaid it with a profusion of
white plaster patches.
It is said that the student likes
to appear on the street and in other
public places in this kind of array.
Newly bandaged students are a very
common spectacle in the public gar-

I am sure of one thing - scars
are plenty enough in Germany,
among the young men; and very
grim ones they are, too. They crisscross the face in angry red welts,
and are permanent and
ineffaceable. Some of these scars
are of a very strange and dreadful
aspect; and the effect is striking
when several such accent the
milder ones, which form a city map
on a man's face; they suggest the
"burned district" then.
THE RIBBON THAT MEANS "FREE"

We had often noticed that many
of the students wore a colored silk
band or ribbon diagonally across
their breasts. It transpired that this
signifies that the wearer has fought
three duels in which a decision was
reached - duels in which he either
whipped or was whipped - for
drawn battles do not count. After a
student has received his ribbon, he
is "free," he can cease from fighting,
without reproach. He can volunteer ifhe wants to, or remain
quiescent if he prefers to do so.
Statistics show that he does not
prefer to to remain quiescent. A
corps student told me it was of
record that Prince Bismarck fought
thirty-two of these duels in a single
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Americans and Englishmen
often join one or another of the five
corps. A year or two ago, the
principal Heidelberg expert was a
big Kentuckien; he was invited to
the various universities and left a
wake of victory behind him all
about Germany; but at last a little
student in Strasburg defeated him.
When the dueling was finished
and we were ready to go, the
gentlemen of the white caps -the
Prussian Corps - t.ook off their
caps in the courteous German way,
and also shook hands, their
brethren of the same order took off
their caps and bowed, but without
shaking hands; the gentlemen of
the other corps treated us just as
they would have treated white caps,
- they fell apart, apparently
unconsciously, and left us an
unobstructed pathway, but did not
seem to see us or know we were
there. Ifwe had gone thither the
following week as guests of another
corps, the white caps, without
meaning any offense would have
observed the etiquette of their order
and ignored our presence.

•

FIGHTING

IN

THE

GREAT

OUTDOORS

BATTLING
INTHE
ELEMENTS
either snow,
'
nor ram,
nor
sleet, nor dark
of night keep
the show from
going on (and on) when
the great outdoors is
the performance space.
Some survival tips for
fighting out-of-doors
from two "bold and
stupid men."
BY
DOUGLAS MUMAW
AND
DAVID WOOLLEY

AS DIRK PERFECT AND GUIDO CRESCENDO:
The Swordsmen, David Woolley and I
spent 32 weeks on the road last year,
fighting five shows a day in heat (Texas in
June), cold (Maryland in late September)
and rain (any place north of the equator
in spring/summer/autumn). Here are
tips (mostly learned the hard way) on
weapons, costumes, and maintaining
your health while fighting out-of-doors.
Though much of the following refers to
work in Renaissance festivals, it holds
true for outdoor drama,
Shakespeare-under-the-stars, or
any situation in which actors
perform with no roof over
their heads.
DECISIONS

When we begin a
tour, there are many
decisions to make swords, blades,
boots, leather
belts, hats,
cleaning
supplies for
boot and
leather care,
tents, outdoor
kitchen, tiki
torches, etc. The
list is much longer than
this article. All of these
items must be addressed if
one plans to survive The
Swordsmen's "Share the
Niceness" Tour - 1993.
Weapons must be
chosen weighing
authenticity with
utilitarianism. Dirk
Perfect (that's me)
fights with an
Arms &Armor
transition allsteel srnallsword,
(order #0189
and tell
them Dirk
sent you).
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Though out of the Elizabethan period,
the weapon has a meaty look for its size
and no one has trouble believing it is
dangerous. The weapon affords easy
cleaning (crucial on tour), extreme control
and it sings like an angel. When rigged
with a musketeer blade, the weapon looks
formidable and is fast enough for the
high-speed high jinks of Dirk and Guido.
A ten-hour, five-show day requires a
weapon that is catchable (sword tosses
in the act), cleanable and
comfortable. Although
the steel requires more
upkeep than brass, it is
"right" for Dirk. Don't
exclude a weapon on
the basis of
authenticity. When a
knowledgeable patron
questions the authenticity
of my smallsword, I extol
its revolutionary new lines
and claim to be ahead of
my time. Rule Number One
of Renaissance Festival
Acting: "The Actor Justifies."
PREPARING
FOR THE WEATHER

Because The Swordsmen
perform in all weather, we have to
be prepared to sword fight on a
slippery 2' x 4' stage in the driving
rain for seven audience members.
Although these are not our favorite
performance conditions (we prefer a
thousand-plus crowd waving $20
bills at us) we are prepared for
bad weather.
If rain threatens, we
swab our blades from hilt to
foible with Marvel's
Mystery Oil, a light,
top-end engine
lubricant
available at
discerning
auto-parts
stores across
this great

land. Note: your sword is now oily
and more subject than ever to the
laws of gravity.
The show goes on and so do we,
even in the rain. And so do our
leather boots (well-oiled), our
costumes (we have duplicates for
tomorrow's show) and our fights.
After all, there are people sitting
out there in the rain after driving
an hour and a half to get there,
paying twelve bucks a head just to
get in, and finding out that the
joust is cancelled. Fortunately for
them, Dirk and Guido, "bold and
stupid men," still have a show that
not only goes on, but is hilarious,
educational, and a real tribute to
that binding contract we signed.
If the gale-force winds and
driving rain interfere with the
audience's ability to hear our act, at
least the sword fights can be seen.
At such moments, David and I stop
and smell the roses. We say aloud
how good it is to be sword fighting
for a living. Then, with a gleam in
our eyes and fear for our knees in
our hearts, we draw our weapons.

RAIN PACI
We adhere strictly to a halfpace or "rain pace" fighting speed
when the deck is slippery. David
and I can, when necessary, perform
most of our fights without moving
our feet, which has added years to
our lives. Any flips or falls get cut
and we implement rain-day
adjustments to the choreography.
Knowing when Mt to do Hilarious
Bit No. 9 is the test of experience.
Do not accidentally lose a sword
into a crowd soaked by monsoons
and huddled together for warmth
since the temperature has dropped
15 degrees; they will take it
personally. Be safe and smart and
give them your cleanest and easiest
fight. Pay attention to your feet, it
is slippery on that stage. Communicate with your partner and smile,
smile, smile.
WARMING UP AND COOLING DOWN
Following the show, get a warm
drink. Avoid caffeinated beverages
as they will waste your energy and
tire you eventually. Don't allow
your muscles a chance to tighten

FIGHTING OUT-OF-DOORS
DAVID WOOLLD'S CH•CKLIST
So it's off' to the Renaissance Faire, Outdoor Drama, or Summer
Theatre Under the Stars that features violence on a grand scale to
keep the throngs entertained Here are some helpful hints on how to
keep from getting killed or killing your partner.
Planning for those rain days, floods, unexpected freezes, or tropical
bug-infested nights should be at the top of your list of things to do.

The Polley on Inclement Weather

•
•
•

Cancellation at the barest hint of rain
Go, no matter what. The audience will stay
Somewhere in between

Weapons

•
•

Have spares available.
Keep weapons clean with a good dose of oil and a scrub pad
before and after use. Gun grease is good for storage of weapons
during an extended off' time. Keep rust at bay. Having access to
a grinder/buffer/wire wheel is a good idea.

•

Use leather scabbards whenever possible (aside from the look,.
they do have a purpose).

•

Schlager blades can take the most abuse (though they have a
terrible sound). Musketeer blades sound as terrible as schlager
blades but flash better in the sunlight. Epees do not read well
from a distance but sound the best. The new canelure blades
will most hltely be heavy but give the best look of all Arms and
Armor in Minnesota has come out with a pierced canelure
blade that I'm about to check out.

•

Broadsword blades require daily maintenance to keep down
the nicks and rust. rve had good luck with the regular blades
from the Armoury. Fighters must focus on a light touch with
these weapons or they will be trashed quickly.

•

Shields and bucklers must be padded and maintained. If
soaked, a hair dryer will keep mildew away.

•

Firearms/explosives: get an expert pyro person. Don't blow
yourself up.

Costumes

•

Foot gear should have rubberized soles. Get the soles and heels
reinforced. Smooth leather works better than suede (or vinyl or
rubber).

•

Keep leather care equipment on hand (cleaner, saddle soap,
polish, dye, applicat.ors, polishing rags). Garters will hold up
high top boots better than tying strings around the calves or
thighs. Use shoe inserts for extra padding and good thick
socks. Stuff boots with newspaper to absorb moisture and hold
the shape after a wet show day.
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up; keep moving. David and I
usually walk after the show for just
that reason. Getting through a rain
show is not enough; you must be
ready for the next four! It is
demanding, both physically and
mentally.
Stay in shape, whatever that
means for you. We focus on wind,
legs, alertness and stamina. We
have a regular warm-up/ workout
which we do daily before a
performance. This is not just a good
idea; it is essential. It is the
difference between working and
earning money and nursing a
broken ankle.
The end-of-day warm down is
equally important. Ten hours on
your feet in thigh-high leather boots
makes for some aching metatarsals,
not to mention thighs, butt, back
and brain. Give yourself a moment,
stretch those hamstrings, flex those
feet. Remember, there's another
show tomorrow and the weather
may not change.
Between outdoor dramas and
Renaissance faires, I've spent the
past 11 summers duking it up in
the great outdoors. One rarely slips
on an acorn or fends off an opossum
in the "legitimate" theatre, but I've
found performing at Renaissance
festivals to be among the most
theatrically satisfying experiences
of my career.
If you are undaunted by 100
degree heat and/or subfreezing
temperatures; if you have enough
gear to live outside for five to ten
months of the year (i.e., tent, tarp,
stove, deck chairs, a 34-foot mobile
home, etc.); if you have a swift
sword arm and teeth that gleam
like the full moon on the Thames,
then mayhap outdoor fighting is for
you. If so, plan ahead and consult
your encyclopedia under: Ant,
Mymicinae, sub-family: "Fire Ant."

•
Doug Mlmlrw and D.Md Woolley ort: both SAID
cotifted teochm. They are based in Chicago 11nd
have been taking their swmhbucklil'8 comedy act,
Tht: Swordsmen, on the IOlld for the 11151: foor)":1115.

DAVID WOOLLIY'S CHICICLIST / continued

•

•
•

Clothing must be washable, preferably fast-drying. Cotton is
good. Clothing must also be durable (we fall down for a living).
Wear padding under your costume, particularly knees. Pockets
to fit pads can be sewn into the costume. Pockets also serve to
hold blood packs.
Have spare costumes.

Paformancc Alea

•

St.age size: know where you are working. If you are touring, get
bold of the floor plans a week in advance to make adjustments.
Don't neglect to check ceiling space. Some outdoor stages are
canopied.

•

Surface: make sure a broom and squeegee are available.
Outdoor stages painted with a mixture of sand will offer better
footing in a drizzle, but are hell to slide on. Grass is slick even
when dry - plant your boot heels and keep your weight low.
Sand is slower, but offers good traction and is great for rolling
and falling. Raked stages in the rain are extremely dangerous
- plan ahead for rainy day acljustments.

•

Audience location: How close can you get without killing them?
Keep disarms upstage. Heavy, driving phrases (especially with
broadsword) should cut so that the blows will send a broken
blade upstage on the day you yahoos start hitting too hard.
Sword tosses over the audience are great if you've got the arm
but send the weapon to the stage, not from the stage.

•

Storage: consider the portability of your weapons carriers
(duffel bags, carts, road boxes). Try to get a weatherproof shed
for show days and maintenance ease.

These are the basic considerations for fighting out-of-doors. Depend
on it; something will always come up:

•

Footlights will blind the performers (adjuat the angle of
attack).

•

Marauding mosquitoes will attack (Avon Skinsosof't or Off's
Cream Repellent are the best).

•

Small children with no parents in sight will wish to join the
ahow (indulge them, then get rid of them quickly).

•

Intestinal flu will rampage through the cast (stash the puke
buckets offstage and clear a lane to the port-a-pot).

Have a good time and be inventive. The only "right" way is the way
that gets you through the show with no injuries and leaves the
audience happy. Grab the sunscreen and go; it's a gas.

Dirk & Guido:
The Swordsmen

Douglas Mumaw and
David Woolley are ...

Dirk Perfect &
Guido Crescendo

Share the Niceness Tour, '93
April 24-June 13 (weekends)
Scarborough Renaissance Faire
Waxahachie, TX (outside Dallas)

In addition, they are both
SAFD certified teachers.
These bold Rapier-Men have
delighted thousands of all ages
with their physical and verbal
antics.

June 26-August 22 (weekends)
Bristol Renaissance Faire
Kenosha, WI (North of Chicago)

July 12-July 30 (midweek)
NSCW Advanced Workshop
Las Vegas, NV
August 27-Sept. 6 (Friday-Sun.)
Pocono Renaissance Faire
Bushkill, PA (West of NYC)

Undisputed masters of the
manly arts, the Swordsmen will
thrill your audience with
outrageous physical comedy and
brilliant swordplay!
Doug and David are available
for workshops, choreographic
gigs, and/or performances during
the cold winter months from the
end of November until Spring of
1994, or midweek during Faires.

Sept ~Sept 26

'<irqr ~fuorhsmen®
Dougls R. Mumaw & David I. Woolley

312-489-6484
2039 W. Thoma, No. 2 • Oaic:ap, IL 60622

New England Vaudeville Festival

Oct. 1-Nov. 14
Texas Renaissance Faire
Plantersville, TX (outside Houston)

The Mi1mesotc1 Acmlemy of
Stc1ge Cornbc1t Skills proudly
presents c1 first-tinw-ev er

TRANS-ATLANTIC WORKSHOP=
Society of
Americm1
Fight Directors
Certified
Tec1cher
Dc1vid Doersch

Society of
British
Fight Directors
Chc1irnlil11/
Fig ht Di rector
Jonathc1n Howell

SWASHBUCKLING ACROSS THE POND

Beginning & advanced level training

MAY 9-22, 1993
M.A.S.C.S.
Minnesotc1 Acc1demy
of Stilge Combat Skills
4724 12th Ave. South

Minneapolis. MN

55407

61 2-823-8028
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Patrick Crean Workshop
With : Patrick Crean
John Brogan
~....,.·• Joe Martinez
Franklin White
Dr. Ray Smith
Payson Burt & Brad Waller
When: September 20 & 21, IO am - 8 pm
Where: Catholic University, Washington D.C.
For information about the workshop, call or write:
Brad Waller
(703) 323-7233
5616 Kirkham Court, Springfield, Va. 22151

T

----.c...

RAMSHEAD ARMOURY
"Purveyors of Historic and Unique Weapon,y"
Weapons, Chainmail, Books and Clothing
for the medievalist

HE PATRICK CREAN WORKSHOP WAS HELD
SEPTEMBER __ 21___ AND __ 22, __ 1992 __ AT__ TH~-- NEW
SHAKESPEARE THEATRE AT THE LANSBURGH AND AT
------------------------------------------------------------------------------CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

-'The fight must...
be custom-made
to the skills of
the actor. A
good fight
director can
make anyone
look good. "
... Patrick Crean

Catalog $2.00
BY

Ram.shead Arm.oury
P.O. Box653
Champaign, IL 61820

LINDA
McCOLLUM

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Organized by Certified Teacher Brad
Waller, the workshop brought together
:five extremely talented and diverse
authorities on swordplay, resulting in a
prodigious sharing of ideas.
The workshop began September 21
with a stage combat lecture and
demonstration featuring Patrick Crean,
John Brogan, Peter Franklin White, J.D.
Martinez and Dr. Raymond Smith. The
following day, workshop participants
assembled at the gymnasium of Catholic
University of America for the hands-on
portion of the workshop.
A Period Dance Approach
Peter Franklin White, a ballet
master and fight director, uses period
dance in his approach to fight
choreography in order to make
twentieth century actor/combatants
look like sixteenth century fighters.
Studying the dance and costume
from various periods leads to a better
understanding of how people moved in
other eras.
In the Elizabethan period, with its
corseted whalebone torso and large, stiff
ruff, movement was clearly restricted in
the upper body and certainly one's
ability to see one's feet was inhibited. In
contrast, the lower torso, clad in tights .
and pumpkin trousers, was less
restricted and movement was freer.
This information on costume, interfaced with known dance movements,
helps the fight choreographer understand
what type of movement was appropriate
for the period. One quickly discovers
which moves are possible and which
might impale the dancer/actor/combatant
on his own whalebones.
White introduced his theory on
period movement into a previously
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learned sword phrase. It was amazing
how the distance between the two
actor/combatants naturally opened up
and how the moves then became easier
for the audience to see. The fight had
more style, intent, and motivation.
Targeting also improved when the
period movement was added.
Costuming again came into play
with Dr. Raymond Gaston Smith's
bayonet drill. Using a 1950s army
bayonet exercise which finds its
historical derivation in the pike work
from centuries before, one found that
with so much equipment carried in the
area of the abdomen, it is impossible to
successfully penetrate this area.
Therefore, the target for the bayonet/
pike was the chest cavity. (It was duly
noted that there was no movement for
retreat in these drills.)
Dr. Smith, a history professor and
fencing instructor at Catholic University
of America recently completed his
dissertation on swordplay in the latter
part of the middle ages. Using descriptions of sword fights from fifteenth
century medieval fiction along with the
pictorial material in illustrated
chronicles, histories, bibles and
romances, Dr. Smith has formulated a
theory on swordplay in The Art of the
Sword in the Late Middle Ages. His
dissertation is available through
University Microfilms International.

A Salute to Zorro
Participants were then introduced to
Paddy Crean's own distinctive charm and
style along with the Paddy Crean salute.
Since The Mark of Zorro is Paddy's
favorite film fight, the yielding parry was
taught by John Brogan, Paddy's manager
and assistant and a highly recognized

competitive sabre fencer in Canada
Brogan advocates thrusting to
center since it is easier to find the
opponent's blade when it is in line.
But if one is going for the center, it
is imperative to work the distance.
Brogan uses a drill exercise to work
distance. The participants form two
lines opposite each
other. While holding
the opponent's blade
with the left hand, the
actor/combatants move
back and forth across
the room quickly,
learning to keep their
distance.
Understanding Character
Paddy pointed out
how important it is for
the fight director to
understand who the
characters are, what
they want and how
they are going to
achieve what it is they
want. Once the fight
director understands
this, he can develop the
fight moves that
communicate these
components. The fight
must also be custommade to the skills of
the actor. A good fight
director can make
anyone look good.
The last session
was by Fight Master
J.D. Martinez, whose
interest in historical
systems offence has
developed through
studying the logic of the weapon
itself. Martinez' premise is that the
weapon itself dictates the way it is
used.
Martinez stressed that drill
work is at the heart of stage combat
work. He stressed the importance of
continuing to drill in stage combat
in order to really reinforce what you
know. As in ballet, one must
repeatedly return to the bar and

drill on technique. In performance,
the actor/combatant works the fight
in character. Then it is even more
important to go back to basics or
you will find that those character
traits are still there in your work.
When examining fight
choreography, Martinez suggests

the student look first at the
footwork, then the target and
thirdly at the spotting and other
components that come into play.
Everyone looks forward to
Martinez' forthcoming book, The
Sword.8 of Shakespeare, which will
include an analysis of all the fights
in Shakespeare's plays.
Throughout the workshop,
Patrick Crean, assisted by John
Brogan, was the link that held

many components together, from
period movement, to historical
documentation, to sensing the
weapon. His charming stories about
his work with Errol Flynn, the
productions he has choreographed,
and his delightful comments on the
work at the workshop, kept things
moving.
His assistant, John
Brogan, did the actual
demonstrations for the
participants. It is
wonderful to see
Crean's work going
forward in the able
hands of this young upand-coming teacher/
fight arranger. Having
John as his manager/
assistant has enabled
Paddy to travel more
and be accessible to
stage combat students.
With the success of
this workshop, Brad
Waller has scheduled
Paddy Crean to return
in September 1993 for a
similar workshop in the
Washington, D.C. area.
Special thanks go to
Brad and his talented
group for their untiring
efforts getting this
workshop together and
the exceptional work
they did for the opening
night demonstration.
With emphasis on
historical approaches to
swordplay, the thought
that stands out the
most was a comment Paddy Crean
attributed to Errol Flynn. What
Flynn wanted in a fight was "good,
fast action." Paddy pointed out that
"one fits the historical accuracy in
where you can and when you can."
We all picked up a little bit of
magic from Paddy and lots of
information from his friends.

•

Linda McCollum is II ior-6-time SAID member
and forma editor of the Fisht Moster.

THE CARE AND
FEEDINGOF

YoURSwoRD
by Craig Johnson

FOR GLORY WITH ALL THE SPLENDOR
YOU CAN MUSTER ... AND A SICKENING

-----------------------------------------------------------------------TUWANGG heralds the disint.egration
of your sword. Ever happen to you?

Keep it clean, oily and dry words to live by.

D Yes D No O Don't want to t:olk about It.
If your answer was no, chances
are you will experience this challenging moment at some point in your
career, like the rest of us. Proper care
and maintenance of your weapon
can help you avoid the challenge.
rn cover some tips to keep you
and your sword going. The three areas
I'll look at are storage, everyday
maintenance, and trouble-shooting.

Everyday care

Storage

The Nuts & Bolts department of the Fi9ht

Moster focuses on practical how-to
considerations d stage combat.

This is the easy one. When you
put your weapon away for more than
a few days, wipe it down with oil.
Use an oil with viscosity high enough
to avoid evaporation. Gun oil, Rig,
Zep, 3 in 1, and Marvel Mystery Oil
are all good choices. In an emergency,
the old renaissance standby of olive
oil can be used. WD-40 has too much
kerosene, making it a great cleaner,
but its protective qualities evaporate.
Another hint for long term
storage is a gun bag. They are
available at any gun store for a few
dollars at most. Made of a lightweight cloth that retards moisture,
and thus the enemy - rust, it is the
perfect storage wrap.
High humidity levels combined
with temperature fluctuations are
the worst conditions. This results in
condensation on metallic surfaces. If
there is not a thick coat of oil {almost
grease) on the item, rust will form.
If you store your sword in a dry
place with a stable temperature you
should have few problems.
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Using your sword daily allows
you to catch problems early. Avoiding corrosion is just a matter of
wiping the weapon with an oily cloth
at the end of the day. If it is very
humid or the weapon has been
handled by lots of ungloved hands,
more than one wipe a day is advisable
- skin oil can be corrosive. This may
seem like overkill, but rust can take
hold in just a few hours. This is
especially true in outdoor situations.
When a prop person is in charge
of your personal sword, have a talk
with them about its daily care. I
know many people who have lent
their personal weapons to shows
and ended up paying to have the
swords refinished due to neglect.
If your sword is polished to a
mirror finish there is not much one
can do when the surface is showing
signs of corrosion; repolishing it is
about the only answer. However, if
you like the miITOred finish, consider
nickel plating the hilt. {I have even
seen musketeer blades plated.) It
won't last forever, but it is low
maintenance.
The softer finishes are easier. For
delicate parts and blades, I recommend
gray Scotchbrite pads from the
hardware store. For tougher jobs,
use the green pads. These are steel
wool substitutes and work much
better than wool ever did.
Blade burrs are a pain. Both to
you and your opponent (and those
expensive gloves that get ripped).

067

J\rms
&
J\rmor
They can be easily taken down with
a fine file. Stroke the edge at an
angle in long runs down the blade.
Hold the file about 200 to the blade,
much like you were putting a heavy
bevel to the edge. This won't
sharpen the blade, just catch high
points of the nicks and burrs
without leaving scratches in the
face of the blade (See Fig. 1).

Flg.1

As you file, watch for any really
deep nicks and cracks. These can
weaken a blade. The double wide epee
or musketeer blade are susceptible,
especially near the point. If any are
found, replace the blade immediat.ely.
Schlager and heavier rapier blades
are very stout and less prone to break.
While broadsword blades almost
never break in the run of the show,
they can have tang problems. I refer
you to the excellent article by Denny
Graves covering tangs in the last
issue (FM Vol. XV, No. 2, p 37-39).
Periodically, break down your
weapon to carefully check all the
component parts. Check for twisting
on tangs near the pommel. This can
occur from over-tightening the
pommel or nut. The desire to keep
grip and pommel tight has caused
many a broken tang over the years.
They should be tightened firmly, not
so that all your strength is required.
Check rapier hilts for any cracks
or breaks in the structure, which
will usually occur where two bars
come together. These can be sharp
and should be welded immediately.
Grips are the most problematic
part of modem stage swords. For
years, hard wood grips were the only

type used. While wood is a good handle
material, its major drawback is the
care it requires. A good stabilizing
finish is needed to keep expansion and
contraction to a minimum. This fluctuation is why wood handles become
loose as moisture levels change.
Another problem with wood is
that it's not dense enough. It compacts
under the force of the pommel being
tightened down. After many attempts
to tighten it, the handle can become
so short you run out of threads on the
tang. The result is one of those grips
that has a stack of washers under
the pommel. The best solution for
this is a new handle, made from a
denser wood or a modem material.
A Lexan grip seems to be the
most durable. It has the shock absorbing qualities and workability of wood,
yet is nearly indestructible and does
not expahd or contract with moisture.
There are some all-metal handles on
swords. These can be made to fit very
closely and, due to extreme rigidity,
can be tightened down to create very
high vibrations. This results in ringing swords. The big drawback is that
these same vibrations are what puts
stress on the sword and many metal
swords will stress out their tangs.

Troubleshooting
When you look at what stage
swords are put through in the course
of a show, it is amazing they survive.
I am continually impressed by the
ingenuous ways people wreak havoc
on them. I have listed some of the
most common problems and repairs.

does ,wt tighten down,
II Pommel
it spins in place. Usually means
the threads are stripped (worn out)
on the tang or inside the pommel.
These can sometimes be recut, but
more often require a replacement or
repair to the affected part. Be aware
what size of threading you have on
your weapon. This allows you to get
replacement parts that fit. The sizes
most used are: 12-24, Y4-20, Y4-28,
and Y11-l8. Most France Lame
Blades come threaded 6Xl metric.

1101 Stinson
Blvd. N.E.
Suite G-M
Minneapolis,
Minnesota
55413
612-331-6473

G Pommel
tightens but stops
turning before grip is secured.
You've run out of threads or the hole
in the pommel is not deep enough.
Both problems can be cured with a
longer grip. If this is not an option,
there are two ways to fix it. If threads
continue down the tang below the top
of the handle, the tang is too long.
Shorten the distance left between
the pommel and the grip when the
pommel is tight and add an extra ¾I"
(See Fig. 2). If the threads stop above
the grip, it is best to cut additional
threads with the proper sized die,
found at any hardware store.
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Send $2.00
for our new
24-page catalog
Make checks
payable to:
Arms&Armor

Fig. 2

Tap of Grip

el Handle spins on tang. This occurs
P on musketeer and schlager blades
when the tang is round for most of
its length and the squared area near
the hilt has worn away the interior
of the grip. The grip will just spin in
place. A new grip is the best solution.

d

Hilt rattles when you make

P contact with another weapon.
This can be caused by several things.
A bad fit between blade and hilt.
Pommel and grip are not applying
the right amount of pressure on
hilt. Rapier hilts can have cracks or
loose bars that can make this sound.
When you pay attention to your
swords, they will stay strong and
healthy long after others have given
up the fight.
If anyone has a specific problem,
drop me a line and we can address
them in a future issue.

•Cnlig Johnson ism llffi10R!f and can be reached
<:ft of Amls & Annor, 1101

Minneapolis, MN, 55413.

Please allow
6-8 weeks
for delivery

Stinson Blvd. NE,

Add $5.00 shipping
per item

Quality
reproductions
of swords and
weapons
suitable for
stage combat.
Arms & Armor 1101 Stinson Blvd. N.E., Suite G-M, Mpls, MN, 55413 612-331-6473
Name

D 068 Solingen Rapier

w / pierced blade $460.00

D 084 Venetian Rapier

$425.00

City

•
•

067 Northern Italian Rapier

$425.00

Daytime Phone: (

069 Smallsword

$195.00

~

Cardi
Signature
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Zip

(dtde one)

Esp. Date

Parrying 'lJaggers
ant£
Poniards
by

Dr. Leonid Tarassuk

OLD

swo110-,LAY:
THE SYSTEMS OF FEHCE
IH VOGUE DUR/HG THE
XV/TH, XVI/TH, XVII/TH CENTURIES
WITH LESSONS .4RRAHGED FROM THE
WORl(S OF VARIOUS ANCIENT MASTERS

the SAFD
toll-free
hotline

by Captain Alfred Hutton
London: H. GIM & Co., New Y011<: 8. Westermllm & Co.,
1892. Hllrdca,,a-, 36 ~ of tot with 57 woodcuts/plates.

Call
SAFD
officer
Richard
Raether
with questions
or problems
concerning the
art of stage combat.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

BY
DALE ANTHONY
GIRARD

A comprehensive and profusely illustrated
monograph detailing a complete history
of these weapons.
Retail price $15.95
SPECIAL PRICE - SAFD MEMBERS ONLY
$10.00

Opinions expressed in 'The Pen and
the Sword" on: those of the ~
and f'M>' nd: reflect the opinion of the
Society cl Amaican figlt DirectOIS.

Old Sword-Play, by Captain Alfred
Hutton, is an attempt t.o "make the
antique methods [of fence] accessible to
the student without the labor of
searching the pages of books in various
languages..."(Preface)1
In 36 sparse pages of text, Capt.
Hutton tries to cover the fundamentals
of swordplay including the two-handed
sword, rapier and dagger, broadsword
and buckler, rapier and cloak, case of
rapiers, transitional rapier, and small
sword. There is, however, far to much
ground to cover and the author falls
way short of his goal of creating a
tangible manual of historical fence.
•A SKETCHY 0VERVIIWThe text is set in nine chapters,
each dealing with a specific style of
swordplay. The introduction is a very

Send check or money order,
payable to the SAFD, to:
Richard Raether
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
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brief history of fence that sets the stage
for the following chapters.
Capt. Hutton's "history" is actually
a sketchy overview. Offering the reader
snippets of information, sometimes
crucial to the art, other times completely
trivial. In this, as in all the chapters,
quoted sources are randomly cited with
no notes, index or bibliography to aid
the academic reader.
The following chapters, or "lessons,"
are compositions of teachings from
various historical masters. These
masters are casually referred to, but
their contributions to the actual style
presented is hard to ascertain. Each
weapon style seems to be a lump sum of
writings on the topic, boiled down to
base mechanics. These mechanics, or
"techniques," are then selected and
arranged by the author, mixing
historical fact with fancy.
HISTORICAL FAO a FANCY
An example of this is in his chapter
on the two-handed sword, where he
teaches the reader a salute. Most texts
concerning the use of the two-handed
sword have no reference to a civil
salute, in fact the common consensus is
that such an action was not used in
"broadsword-play." The salute or
"reverence" came into use in small

sword
play
around 1653,
introduced by
French master Charles
Besnard. If, in fact, Capt.
Hutton has uncovered
some elusive information supporting the
contrary he brings no
sources to the reader's attention.
The written structure of the
chapters is broken down into the
mechanics and execution of select
techniques. The format of these
lessons is quite readable. Although
at times a little verbose, the
techniques being explained are
made clear to the reader. The "how"
is beneficial, it is the "why' that is
often left to the discretion of the
reader. To follow all the author's
intentions, the reader needs a
general knowledge of the art and
practice of fencing. Terms are
defined randomly, leaving the
philosophy and purpose of certain
techniques difficult to comprehend.
Captain Hutton's tendency to
use select and favored material
from random historical periods
makes it impossible to establish
what "historical" swordplay was
actually
. . like. AB an artist, this is
qwte important.
If we were painters, it would be
difficult to create an artistic
rendering of a subject if all we had
to go on was a vague reference. If,
~s actors and combatants, our goal
1s to create and present an artistic
rendering of"what was," this
watered down and indeterminate
information can be more damaging
than helpful to our endeavors.

STRONG VISUAL AIDS
A plus to Captain Hutton's text
are the 57 illustrations. Many of
these are copies of actual woodcuts
and engravings, while others are

renderings of less accessible
originals. These give the reader a
strong visual aid in seeing the
manner in which a weapon was
held and used. At times these
illustrations are used to help
support techniques offered in the
text, at other times they seem like
random examples. In either case
the collection of plates is probabl~
of more use to the artist than the
text itself.
At first glance, Old Sword-Play
may appear to be a handy reference
source for the historical fencer and
stage combatant. The text
however, offers no detiniU: "period"
styles, and provides the reader with
no supported factual information.
It is interesting to note that in his
Preface, Captain Hutton does put
forward that the exercises in his
text "will be found extremely useful
as forms for 'set play' for combats
on the dramatic stage," but to
today's theatrical combatant the
text is oflittle use.

·A POCKET BOOK or PERIOD snus·
For the fight choreographer
who has already done a great deal
of research the book is of little use
other than as a "pocket book of
period styles." The size and layout
of the text makes locating specific
examples quite easy, but it doesn't
offer much in actual information.
For the actor and combatant,
the merging of periods and styles
offers only an obscure bag of tricks
and techniques. For the academic
reader, the lack of any index or
bibliography makes the text a work
of conjecture and of little use for
reference or research. Although
Captain Hutton's intent was to offer
styles of old swordplay in a nutshell, the information is incomplete
providing only a weak foundation ~
base character or combat upon.

In all, there is little reason to
seek out a copy of Old Sword-Play.
The information that is offered can
be found in other sources with
cited references and acco-:iipanying
bibliography. If you should happen
across a copy in the library, you can
xerox the book or at least the plates
for your own files, but there is no
need to seek out this text. Time and
money can be better spent on other
endeavors.
1

A short biography of Coptoin Hutton is offered 115
pnrt of the introduction to the review of The
Swad and the Cetlluli8: or Old Swad Doys and
Old S'NOl'Ci WO)'S, in The F19ht Master. 'Toe Pen
an:! the Sword."Spring 1992Vol. XIV#1 pp.45.

fHIINGLISH
MASflR

o,

ARMS: FROM THE
JWELFTH TO THE JWElfflETH CENTURY
by J.D. Aylward
London : Routledge & Kegan Paul Limited

Broadway House, Carter Lene E.C.4, 1856, cut<'.

Aylesbury and London: Hazell Watson & Viney
µd., 1~56). 16 pages of plates (23 block and white
illustrations) from histaic renc:ing ma,uals. pp. 253

(pp.284 w/oppendices and index).

Mr. J.D. Aylward is one of the
twentieth century's leading
authorities on the history of
~uropean swordplay. With over
sJ.Xty years of practice and research
in the art and history of fencing
Mr. Aylward, in 1950, was ele~d a
Member of Honour of the British
Academy of Fencing, receiving their
honorary diploma in 1954. The
extensive reading and research Mr.
Aylward dedicated to the history
and art of fencing has been
compiled in three texts, TM Small-

Sword in England, TM House of
Angelo: A Dynasty of Swordsmen
and TM English Master of
Each of these texts shows the time
and painstaking research of their
author, offering the reader a
wellspring of historical fact in a

Arms.'

comprehensive and readable form.
In TM English Master of Arms Mr
Aylward tries to trace "'from widely.
scattered sources the simple annals
of the English Master of Arms of how
he emerged, established his i:chools
and taught his art.•(over-leaf)

A CLEAR PIOUII IS DIAWN
Using historical fencing
manuals, legal documents, court
ri:cords, st.:ate papers, journal and
diary entries, letters and papers,
and a number of other primary
sources, Mr. Aylward reaches his
i1!tended goal and draws a clear
picture of the evolution of the
P!~~ce and philosophy of English
civilian arms.
English Master ofArms however
is not a "history of swordpiay." It is '
more specifically concerned with
~e generations of fencing masters
m England who helped to clarify
and develop the principles of the
science of fencing.
Although quite rich in historical
text, names, dates, people and
p~aces, the text is actually quite
simple to read. The written
structure flows easily, both from
paragraph to paragraph and
chapter to chapter.
Mr.. Aylward does not bury the
reader m excess fact or jump from
point to point in the text he covers
~ach particular master, ~d period,
m turn through natural historical
progression from the Middle Ages
to the nineteenth century. Thus the
~hapters flow successfully from one
mto the next, moving the reader
comfortably forward.
EXCELLENT FOi llSEAICH
The text concludes with
appendices listing quotes and
passages from legal documents
concerning the practice of teaching
~-s in England, and a thorough
bibliography and index. This makes
the book of particular interest for
reference and research.
Unlike Castle, Mr. Aylward's
text is geared towards the general

reader.1 The paragraphs don't run
on for pages and there are no
u.ntrans!ated. passages or quotes. In
fact, he 1s qwte generous in offering
definitions to even some of the most
common fencing terms.
Mr. Aylward is quite honest
when not enough information is
available and admits to the reader
when assumptions are being made
This makes the text of mu.ch bett.e;
value to the student of historical
combat than Soper and Turners
text, which tries too hard with too
little information.• In Aylward's
text there do not seem to be any
fantastical leaps in logic or
sophomoric conclusions made based
on ~onjecture and presumption.
This, of course, makes the
information in the text much more
practical to the reader.
Although Aylward is easy to
read, the chapters are laden with a
great deal of information and the
reader may find that certain
sections will need to be read several
times in order to glean all the
content of the passage.
A DISAPPOINTING LACK
The big disappointment of the
book is its obvious lack of
illustrations. In over 250 pages of
text, there are only 23 illustrations.
These w~dcu~ an~ engravings are
from vanous h1stoncal publications
on sword play and are used by the
auth~r as .8!1 aid to his text. Despite
the h1stoncity of the graphics they
offer little visual support for Uie
reader. The immense volume of
Mr. Aylward's work could benefit
greatly with proper illustrations of
both fencing techniques as well as
masters and locations mentioned in
his work. Additional illustrations
would only help the reader picture
what has been so thoroughly
researched.
Despite this flaw, Mr. Aylward
offers his reader information that
for the most part is unavailable
today. Dealing specifically with
English masters of arms, he covers
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a great deal of information only
touched on by Castle and Wise.'
A COIIIPLITI, CUDIBLI OVIIVIIW

The many sources he has cited
are incredibly difficult to gain
access to, and if found, would take
years of perusal to gain the
information contained in this text.
TM English Master ofArms is one
of the few credible sources that
offers such a complete overview of
the history of the practice and
masters of fence in England. The
text may lack helpful illustrations
but its great wealth of informatioi:
far exceeds the lack of visual aids. I
would, therefore, recommend J.D.
Aylward's The English Master of
Arms as an excellent tool for better
understanding the development of
the English fencing master and the
history of the science upon which
the art of stage combat is founded.
1

c.astlE, Egerton, Schools (Jl)cJ Mastm of Fence.
Rieviewed in The Fight Master: "The Pen and the
Sword," Fall 1990 Vol. XIII -t3'. pp. 40-41.

1

T~, C & Soper, T. Methods (Jl)cJ p,actice of
Ef,zobdhal swon:tploY, Reviewed in TM F19lt
Master, "The Pal lllld the Sword,• Spring 1991
Vol. "IN #1, pp. 47-48

3

Wise, ArttaJr. The M ,r,d Hista,y d Pasor,ol
Com~ Lendon: Hugh Evelyn Limited, 1971.
(~nted ~ h CT: Anno~. 1972].

~ 1n The F,sht Master: "The Pen and the
Sword," Spring 1992Vol.XW #1, pp. 43-44..

•Dole GiRlrd is o certifiul t£Ocher based in Boulder.

A

CURRENT LISTING
-----------------------------------AND RESOURCES.

CtmesCoowell
-112 Merlin Road
Phoenixville, PA 19460
(215) 933-8238

l\\'l

Gregay Hoffman
171 Pier Ave. #257
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(415) 321-8794

Ctmes Ca,'l
6321 N. Lake'NOOd
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 764-3825

Mich!lel Hood
1942 N. Salem
Anchorage, AK 99508
(907) 562-4047

David "Pops· Doersch
472412th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55407
(612) 823-0028

Colleen Kelly
University of Virginia
Drm,a Department
Culbreth Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804) 924-8963

Michael DonnJe
316 s. Clevelm #3
Memphis, TN 38104

l\\'l

Richardl61e
587 Lisbon Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 957-3622

Susan Evista,
1421 Sleepy HollO'N Road
FortWrig,t, KY 41011
(606) 431-8983
.,.,oGI Todd Loweth
\'\~,. 5937 Ou«ltrell Ave. #302
Ale:xanctia, VA 22312
Dexter Fidler
(703) 658-4390
do Americ«-1 Fencers
1180 Folsom Street
Bob McDougall
Scl1 Fl'&'leisco, CA94103
P.O. Box 23078
(415) 863-7911
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 522-2201

-.JanesFimey

1400 Chicago Ave. #105
Evanston, IL 60201
008) 492-0806
.,.,,,ui

Dale Giri!rd

\Vi11 7892 Greenbrii!I' Circle

Boulder, co 80301
(303) 530--0528

Marie "Rat" K. Guinn
Louisiana Tech. University
P.O. Box8608
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
(318)257-2711

Dr. Robin McFi!rquahr
810 N. Coler#1
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 333-2893
...'!1111 Douglas MJrnaN

\'\~,. 265 W. Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703) 564-0093

~Olsen

l\\'I 3515 Green Fields Drive
Sug&1and, TX n479
(713) 265-0945

Ron Piretti
15 Leroy Street, #12
New York, NY 10014
(212) 675-4688

SUPPLIERS

Following is Bpartial listing
of leac.ing suppliers of
theatrical 'Weapons.

Richard Ryan
Chelsea Gardens
Chelsea Bridge Road
London SWIW 8RQ
United Kingdom
(071) 730-1255

TheArmOry
Amertcan Fencers Supply
1180 Folsom St.
San Fransisco, CA 94103
(415) 863-7911

Complete line of swords

Rick Sordelet
46 Forest Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
(201) 509-0569

and daggers. Also a,rries

Oscir Kolombatovich
weapons. CiJt.alog $3.00
Arm5 and Armor
1101 Stinson Blvd. NE
Mimeapolis, MN 55413
(612) 331-6473

Robert Tuftee
531 W. 49th Street #WI
New York, NY 10019
(212) 757-1642

Custom swords, daggers,
pole arms end lJlma.
CiJtalog available.

Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591-3673

Armory and Oscar
Kolombatovich 'Weipons.
Nocat.alog.

Robert Walsh
,'11111 Belle & Blade
58 Rangeley Road
11
W. Newton, W. 02165 \'\~ 124 Penn Avnue
Dover, NJ 07801
(617) 244-7838
(201) 328-8488
~ David Woolley

~ JackYoung

Warehouse Theatre
P.O. Box454
Greenville, SC 29602
(803) 235-8845

l\\'I

RodCasteel's
Colonlal Armory
2850 Bailey Hill Road
Eugene, OR 97405
(503) 345-4316

Custom swords and
daggers. All periods.
Sales
rent.al.
CiJtiJ/og $100.

m

Custom fantasy swords
and daggers.
Cat.alog $1.50.

FirelmlS. All t),pes, BIi
periods. Sales
rentiJI.
No catalog.

m

Museum Replicas Umlted
2143 Gees Mill Road
Box840
Corrters, GA 30207
(800) 241-3664

Eller Robert Cook
P.O. Box 188
Et0'YVltl, North Carolina
28729
(704) 692-0323

Complete line of edged
'Wecpons, decorlJtive
theatrical. Importer of
Oscar Kolombatovich
'VVl!apons. CatBlog 8V8ilable.

Decorative and combat
'Weapons.
Oscir Kolombatovich.
Cat.alog $2.00.

m

_. _
l\\'I Ramsh ead ,..,.,...,ury
P.O. Box 653
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 351-7232

Gratzner Period
Accoutrements
P.O. Box 12023
M&-ina Del Rey, CA 90295
(310) 823-2050

Dennis L. Graves
Swordcutler
255 S. 41st St.
Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 494-4685

Weapa,s, chainmail,
books. CiJtalog $2.00.
Trtplette
Competition Arm5
l\\'1162 West Pine Street
Mount Airy, NC 27030
(919) 786-5294

Custom swords & daggers,
all periods. Sales and
rental. CBt.alog available.

V1deas, books, 'Wf!4)005.
Catalog available.

2025 W. Shakespeare #2
Chicago, IL 60647
(312) 489-6484

Lundegaard Armoury
P.O. Box287
Crompond, NY10517

Sword belts and hangers
ofBil periods. CiJtalog $1.00.

Art of the Sword
761 Calusa
El Cerrito, CA 94530
(415) 526-3755

Brad Waller
5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22151
(703) 323-7233

Center Flreanns Co.
10 West 37th St
New York, NY 10018
(212) 244-4040

Mark Haney
6000 J Street

Sacramento, CA 95819
(916) 944-0252
Hin:imade broadMords.
No cat.alog.
..11.'\ll Jackalope Leather
\'\~,. Goods & Props

Toot Rust
292 Fifth Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 768-7305

Swordbelts and hcngm,
lelJther commecfia masks,
etc.
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Sport fencing equipment
and theBtrical blades.
Catalog available.

Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591-3673

Custom made swads,
daggers,shields, speas,
etr. No catal09.
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Kevin Kem
Robin Pari<s
Natalie Rose
Marie Stucki

P.apier & Dagser, Unarmed, as
P.apier & Dagser, Unarmed, as
P.apier & Dagser, Unarmed, as
P.apier & Oasser, Unarmed, as

DECEMBER
M.A.S.C.S.--Mlnneapolls
CORRECTION
In the Fall 1992 Fight Maski; the follo.ving students at
Wrisht State University should have been noted 11S
recommended by 11djudic11tor J .D. Martinez, who
spe:cificlllly c01'1YT1ended trac:hef Merk Olsen ·s ability 115 II
trac:herofstage combat. Test date wes J1.11e 9, 1992.

Brian Fasen
J!ISOl11-111)'5

Andrea Bendewald
Shanna, Kane
Bill Zolinski
Bob Kropf
Brian Crowe

R& D, UnDmled, BS, SrTlllllsword
R«ommax:Jo::I
R& D, U1111rmed, BS, Smallsword
R«ommaxio::I
R& D, U1111rmed, Smallsword
ll«ommaxio::I
R& D, Unmmed, Smallsword
R«ommaxio::I
R& D, U1111rmed, Smallsword
R«onrnendo::t
R& D, Unmmed, Smallsword
Recommar:Jo::I
R& D, Ul'lllrlTied, Quarterstaff
Recommended
R& D, Unmmed, Qullltmtaff
R«ommerded

RENEWAL
Northern Kentucky University
Delle: December 19, 199!1
lnluuc:ton: DrcwFrachcr, S.... Eviston
A4udlcator: J.D. Martina
The folloNins stucler1s took an abbreviated proficiaicy
skills test in Rlpier Sid dagger and inrlTled, in order to
tormewthcir
WDIJdal

corrbatNt ~ K. Jm,y Jones
Randy Bailey
Michael Kachingwe, ems Odder
0re:w Dicostanzo, 01.15/W! Orlemlln

Chicago
De1ir. December 13, 199!1
Instructors: David Woolley
Adjudlaitcr: Rlchlrd RHthcr

The folloNing studmts ~ their WO
IICtor/combltant status.
MicMd s. Kelly, Delia FOid I Paul Dennh.,dt, DINid Engel

ACTOR/COMBAT ANTS

OCTOBER
Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire

Timothy D5yne

Cher1es Currier
Emile Bmllrdct

Eric G. Greiling
Kris Snow
Ariel Ducey
Chaz Truog
Todd Wendt
Josh Peterson
Diane Martinson
Paul J. Reyburn
Ryan Thiel

Paul C. Hoerner
St~Hager
Kara-Lynn Veeni

DllvidMllm
Adam L Schwartz
PatrickJ. Myess

R& D, U1111rmed, BS, Quarterstaff
R& D, U1111rmed, BS, Quarterstaff
Rapier & Dagger, U1111rmed, as
Rapier & Dagser, Unarmed, as
R& D, U1111rmed, as
R«ommendoi
R& D, Unsrmed, QS
R& D, Ull!lrmed, as
R& D, Unmmed, QS
R«ommax:Jo::t

R& D, Unmmed, QS
R«ommmdo::t
Kristen K. Wiegand
R& D, Urarmed, QS
AshlyRott
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, as
Annlupa
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, as
Rapier & Oagser, Unarmed, as
Todd E. Llbitsch
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, as
Crai9 Hartfield
Deborah Hurter
Rapier & Dasser, Unarmed, as
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
Mllrt<T. Jlml
TooyJGW!d
Rapier & Dasger, U1111rmed, QS
Trewr Davis
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, as
Anita B. Kane
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, as
R«ommendo::I
Ramoo •Jay" Duciworth Ill Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, as
Jennifer Bell
Rapier & Dagger, U1111rmed, as
Recommax:Jed
Gina DeAngelis
Rapier & Dasger, U1111rmed, as
Rt:commt:ndt:d
Maren A. Peny
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
Bricken Speracino
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
Carol Ratnoff
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS
1-katha Stf:Wllrt
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, QS

John A. Williams

NOVEMBER
Brandeis UnNerslty

Instructors: Colleen Kelly
Adjudicator: Richard RN1her
Leish 8oMmon rmewed her actor/combetart SUJtus.
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Erin P. Kenny

R& D, Unsmed, BS & Shield
R«onmt:ndt:d
R& D, Ul'l!mled, BS & Shield
R«onmatdt:d
R& D, Ul'l!mlf:d, BS & Shield
Rapier & Dagger, Unanncd, BS
Rapier & Dasser, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unanncd, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
R& D, Unarmed, BS/Shield
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
R& D, Unarmed, BS & Shield
R& D, Unsmed, BS & Shield

University of Iowa
Date: December 14, 199i
Instructor: Brian Bymn
Adjudlc• tor: Rlch• rd Raether
Wendi K. Weber
R& D, Unsmed, Quarterstaff
Robb Barnard
R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff

ritzsenild
OintCortey

Blake Clldlcin

R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unllrmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unllrmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unmmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unllrmed, Quarterstaff

RobinGr~

Eric Vlrldr41a

R& 0, Unarmed, as, Smllswrd
R& D, Uranned,as, Smllswrd
R& D, Unarmed, as,Smllswrd

En Garde Unlimited, Mlnneapolls
Date: .hlnuary 16, 1993
Instructor. Mlc:hacl J.ndcrson

R& D, Unarmed, Quartmtaff
R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff

AdJudlc:• tcr: J.D. Martina:
Kristen Hawbalca
R& D, I.Jnarmed, BS, as, ss
b:ronmmded
1>1iari H«ch
R& D, UMrmed, BS, as, SS
Malle Soderbcrs
R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff

JANUARY
Columbia College, Chicago
Date: J.n111ry 14, 1993
Instructor: David WooDey
Adjudicator: Richard Raether
Ernest Datcher
R& 0, Unarmed, BS, Smllswrd
R«ommt:ndo::I
R& D, Unarmed, BS, Smllswrd
Daniel Robles
R«ommt:ndr.d
R& D, Unllrmed, as, Smllswrd
Rachel Rasinski
ReccxnmorJo::I
R& 0, Unarmed, as, Smllswrd
Cllrlos TalM)'O
R«ommt:ndo::t
R& D, Unllrmed, BS, Smllswrd
Kristie Hassinger
R& D, Un.vmed, BS, Smllswrd
PemelaKlier
Arny Flaherty
R& D, Unarmed, Smalls.l\.ad
R& 0, Un.vmed, Smallsword
Malle Fossen
R& D, Unllrmed, Smalls.l\.ad
~Tyler
R& D, Unanncd, as, Smllswrd
TI1111 Teske
R& D, Unanncd, BS, Smllswrd
Patricill Anderson
R& D, Unarmed, BS, Smllswrd
Colleen Mil/la'

MAY
New York University, New York
Date: May 10, 1993

Instructor. J. David Brimmer

Adjudlc:• tor: J. Allen Suddeth
Petri! Wrisht
R& D, Urarmed, Broadsword
Louis Abronsoo
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Christian Toth
R& D, Unarmed, BroadswOfd
Debra L Ross
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
James Risss
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Michael LIIPortE
R& D, Unarmed, 8roa<:ts'word
Federica B. Saba
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
THOSE WHO SUCCEEDED
WHEN PUT TO THE TESTI

Catchup!
back issues of the Fight Master are available

$6. 00 each (quantities limited)

Data: HO¥Cmber13, 199!1

lnstruc1lor: Robert W• llh
A4Udic• tor: J. Allen Suddc1h
TomBigongiari

Rapier & Dagger, Un!rmro, Clu!rtmtaff
~

l<IJthlml Mcinerney Rapier & Dllsger, lJMTntd, Qumtmtaff

Dan Olk

Date: FcbNlry 15, 1993

Adjudicator: David Boushcy

One: 0ctDbcr 9, 199!1
IMtruc:tors: ~ lurt, Gres Dolph
Adjudicator: J.D. Martina

~

University of Virginia

Date: December 12, 1991

lnstnictors: David "Pops"Docrsch,
Erin Kenny, Jim Chlebecelc

David L Coffman
Da-..eDrayer
Susan M. Lynskey
D!rvid B. Woodside
Liz Davis
Eric C. Johnsoo
Kirsten Vaushan

Rapier & Dasser, u~. Oulltmtaff
~

Rapier & Dasser, u~, Oullterstaff
Rapier & Dasser. Urmntd, Oullterstaff
Rapier & Dagger, Urmntd, Qusterstaff

1-800-659-6579 (9 a.m. -5 p.m.)
or write to:
Richard Raether
1834 Camp Ave.
Rockford, IL 61103

lhe Society of American Fight Directors (SAJ'D) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and
improving the quality of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the
theatrical, film and television industries. The SAJD offers educational opportunities across the counby
at universities, privately, and at the annual National Stage Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate
this infoonation. In addition, the SAJD tests individuals in three categories:
>ct:or/Combatant • Teacher • Fi~t Master

However, one need not take any sort of test in order to be a member of SAFD. Anyone interested in
the 5t of fight choreography and stage fighting can join as a Friend. Members of SAFD receive: a 10%
discount on all SAFD workshops; The F,ght Master, a journal v,,hich is published twice yearly and
contains in-depth articles on the history and practice of st.age combat, the latest equipment, staging
practices; and The Cutting Edge, a Tle'NSletter updating SAJD actMties, policies and member news.
To apply for membership in the SAFD fill out the form below and send to:
Richard Raether, SAJD Secretary-Treasurer
1834-CampAvenue, Rockford, IL 61103

Dues are $25.00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $30.00)
You must enclose a $25.00 check covering dues for the current year.
Checks should be made payable to Society of American Fight Directors.

r--------------------------------------------,
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS
ffyall'I! passed tM SND Proficiency Skills T~ plalse fill out:

DateTated _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Instructor
Weapons
Phone Mo. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adjudicator _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L--------------------------------------------~

Bulk Rate
US Postage

PAID

Rockford, IL
Permit No. 434

